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Governor Mills today appointed G.
That the Nile river pirates, so glow- Walter Well-maNearly all of the Florida peninsula
P. McCorkle, of Hillsboro, Sierra coun-- !
a
of
as
Isolated
is
result
the
today
and members of his crew on the
ii.gly described in magazine stories,
a delegate to the
hurricane which for 24 hours has been
!nou.
ty,
are a
of
tnat le
baltranscontinental dirigible
ne uppuimeu jonn w miam travelers mytb.in
sweeping across the state at sixty to
is
ransacked
loon America, who were rescued from
today
Kgypt
Melaven, of Santa Rosa, Guadalupe
ninety miles an hour. The meager
only for sugar, the Egyptians craving
sea, SCO miles east of Cape Hatteras news indicated one of the worst storm
county, a notary public.
r
t
for
are
in
and
felt
fears
years
grave
Territorial Funds.
jthe sweets almost as much as did Dr.
yesterday, believed that the voyage in the
safety of life and property. The
Territorial Treasure. M. A Otero Cook's
those
the airship across the Atlantic may
Esquimos
"gum
word from St. Augustine yestertoday received the following remit-- drons." and that even in F!rvnt there
yet be made. The Wellman party are last was
that the city was still comHON. WILLIAM MclNTOSH
tances: Acting Treasurer Annie Port-aboard the steamship Trent, which day
no ideal climate, were interesting
unharmed but are prepar- Delegate From Torrance County, and One of the
Men of
er, Torrance county, $183.10;
Leading
anchored at nine this morning below paratively
Sheep
Oscar statements made
overto
is
a
that
for
tide
expected
today by Dr. Fredering
Lohman. Dona Ana county, $910.03:
the Territory.
Sandy Hook waiting for the fog to flow many streets. Apprehension exM. Bishop, tourist, explorer, writick
R.
Jose
Lucero, clerk Third judicial
rise. Operator Ginsburg, the wireless ists for Miami from which nothing
district $H5.40, fees for last quarter; er, and now student of America and
man on the Trent, sent a message con- was heard for two days. Brunswick,
William
Hon.
Mcintosh, delegate to now is president of the Mcintosh Cleofes Romero, convict
Americans, who is the guest of Bron-soearnings,
taining the following details:
Georgia, was the storm center at noon
"The most exciting moment of the today. The tremendous rush of the the constitutional convention from Hardware Company of Albuquerque.
Cutting at his home on Cerrillos
Who Pays the Taxes.
three days was after the launching of tide is indicated by the flooding of Torrance county, and known as one While in the Duke City he did not
road.
of the greatest sheep men and base let business cares take up his entire
The percentages of assessment for
the Amercan life boat. The Trent sections nearly 20 miles inland near
Dr. Bishop is an Englishman but he
ball
of New Mexico, once enjoyed attention but plunged into the nation- 1910, in Guadalupe eountv are as fol
bore down full speed upon them. Ir- Savannah.
Jacksonville early this the fans
of all al sport and soon the Mcintosh lows: Railroads f.'.r. s7
of
1)een residing at Varenna, Italy, a
monarch
distinction
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being
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win, America's wireless operator, de- morning reported that the storm is di
health and fashionable resort, visited
clared for a moment it looked as if minishing. The city is comparatively he surveyed. That was when he was Browns became a noted baseball ag- and improvements 22. 4S, city lots and
the
sheep owner Jn New Mex- gregation. Mr. Mcintosh also became improvements 9.21, sheep and goats by many foreigners including memTampa has not been ico largest
they would be cut in half. The Trent undamaged.
bers of the English nobility. With a
saw
his flocks graze for miles interested in the benevolent work of 7.54, merchandise COT.
and
agricultural
appeared to him the size of the Sing- heard from since early yesterday
the Elks and is one of the first life lands and improvements 4.C5, cattle party composed of .Mr. Cutting, Joseph
er building and he was prepared to when the storm was nearing its high- and miles in the Estancla valley.
London Smith, the
noted Boston
39. G8, horses and mules 2,S2, wagons,
Mr. Mcintosh was born in Scotland members ot an Elks lodge.
jump overboard and swim clear of the est point and was tearing off roofs.
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America
storm's
when
1853
and
up
politics
today appears
implements and harness 1.43, housevessel. Fortunately this was unnecare years of age. He first located in Phil- was the first treasurer of the new hold goods 1.31, all other classes 3.94. expert and several European celebriessary. The Trent passed the life the Atlantic coastoutandto prospects
ties. "Br. Bishop traveled extensively
In
sea oefore it adelphia but after two years of large county of Torrance. His home is
Protest Withdrawn.
coat aangerouiy close. A rope was that it may veer
in Egypt, going as far as the second
coast.
and
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reaches
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him
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after
fever"
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Mcintosh,
the
General
Frank W. Clancy cataract on the Nile, which but for
city life,
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thrown and caught by the men who,
Savannah
local
in
affairs
been
its
active
has
Deluged.
him and he took Greeley's advice.
has withdrawn for the Territory the two great
however could not hold on account of
interruptions, is navigable
Ga., Oct. 19. Without
Mr. Mcintosh, although a wealthy protest to the water rights applica- for its entire
Mr. Mcintosh first located in Colo
course of 4,000 miles.
the rough sea. The Trent cleared the Savannah,
at daylight, Savannah appear- rado and went into mining in Black man, is Of liberal disposition and tion W. S.
abating
S.
and
W. Clay to the
Day
life boat, which droped half a mile ed to have
They Love Sugar.
the worst Hawk, Coio. But after four years he when he gives to a worthy cause he waters of McFarland canon
experienced
in the
astern. As the big steamer turned, it
Asked if he did not have the thrillhurricane, now traveling moved to New Mexico, locating in the gives with a prodigal hand. He is Capitan mountains, Lincoln
county, be- ing experience of seeing the little
was seen that the airship men were tropical
northward up the coast. No great Estancla
valley. There he was prac well known throughout the territory cause these applicants have agreed to steamer he was on held up by pirates
getting out two oars and were strug- damage to shipping is reported. For
all alone and was monarch of and he has friends everywhere, for he permit the National Guard to use such and having to pass the gauntlet of
tically
to
to
sea.
her
head
the
keep
up
gling
hours the rain has fallen in torrents
who not only water as it needs
during its encamp- these fierce fighters who will do anyWe were now along the side of the crippling the street car service. All all he surveyed. He invested in sheep is the kind of a man
makes friends but he lias a genius ments on the territorial military reser thing for the glimmer of gold, Dr.
successful.
was
and
exceedingly
Trent again, the lines were thrown last night the wind blew an average
Later he engaged in business and for retaining them.
vation in that canon. The application Bishop declared these stories are
but were dragged from the airship of fifty miles an hour. Nothing was
ia pending in the office of Territorial mythological tales. "The only thing
of
towns
and
from
south
men's hands. In hanging to the rope, heard
cities
you are likely to be robbed of travelEngineer Vernon L. Sullivan.
Mr. Wellman's little finger was badly Savannah and trains from that secing in Egypt is sugar," said the travcuf Again the maneuver was repeat- tion are all overdue.
Incorporation,
eler. -- "Certain it is that no gum drop
OF
TRACK
IN
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ed, this time with success. The ship
Incorporation papers were filed to- to an
Esquimo is more delicious than
was brought close enough to make EXCITEMENT AT
day in the office of Territorial Secre- a
sugar lump to an Egyptian. This
'
MEETING OF STOCKHOLDERS.
fast to the America's boat. Two ropes
tary Nathan Jaaa by the Gold Dust may
be because alcohol is not to be
Mines Company, of Silver City, Grant had
were thrown from the steamer. The
BULLETS
tWITH
and
sugar takes the place of a
Illion
of
Officials
Served
crew of the America climbered up the Subpoena
county. Theodore W. Carter is nam- stimulant. So if
you go down the
the Senate:
Railroad
nois Central
Charged statutory agent. The capitalization
ladder and each was cheered as
Nile, put your chocolate in your inChief clerk $6 a day; assistant chief rope
ed
is
was
divided
over
he
$100,000
the rail."
into 1,000 shares side pocket."
helped
clerk $5; one chief and one assistant
Politician, Distiller and Busi- - Ten Feet of Snow in the The company begins business with
Dr. Bishop was asked to tell his
Story of the Fight.
enrolling and engrossing clerk $5; one
19.
Oct.
111.,
Unexpected
Chicago,
New York, Oct. 19. Wellman told
The incorporators and directors vlews-o- f
CentenPasses
of
America from what he has
Assassir&led
serat
- sergeant at arras $6; - assistant
nessman
High
was
furnished
excitement
today
are: Theodore W. Carter, 10 shares; seen, as this is his first visit to our
geant at arms $5 ; two reading clerks the passengers on the Trent that the among the stockholders at the meetnial State
R. P. Barnes, 5 shares, C. C. Royall, country.
Lexington, Kentucky
$5; one messenger 5; four pages $2 equiliberator on the airship was the
ing of the Illinois Central railway by
5 shares; John L. Burnside and Thomof
mistake
the
It
stenup
"Well," be said, "of course I am
expedition.
two
six
kept
each;
doorkeepers $4;
Attorney M. Edgar who held proxies
amazed at the vastness of this land,
ographers $6; one postmaster $3; an incessant pounding and weakened from men of an independent commit- A LYNCHING IS THREATENED DEEP UNDER WHITE BLANKET as L. Love, all of Silver City.
which has to be visited to be realized.
the dirigible so that it could never
chaplain $3.
McSecretary-Treasure- r
AVhat magnificent distances from New
be used.- - He said the loss of tee Including
For the House: Chief clerk $6;
FROM
FLEEING
I
DAKOTA'S
of gross missistant chief clerk $5; one chief and the airship was witnessed without re- Veigh. He made charges
WINTERY BLASTS. York out here. I must say that I
like your long coaches better than our
one assistant enrolling and engross- gret because of its further useless-ness- . management and also simultaneously The Deed Was Committed by Championship Baseball Contest
subpoena on
cab
Ruin Wrought
like compartments
European
Men
and
Three
Woman
Delayed
Wellman says that after work- a deputy sheriff served
ing clerk $5; one sergeant at arms
Three Huge Motors, Filled With South wherein
officials of the road to appear in a
to stare at one or
have
you
$6; one assistant sergeant at arms $5; ing to the sea on Sunday, the dirig- the
in
Cuba.
This Morning.
Dakotans, Arrived in City on
two faces most of the trip or close
two reading clerks $5; one messenger ible was caught by a thirty mile north- ten million dollar damage suit brought
to
Coast.
Way
your eyes. I like the freedom of these
$5; four pages $2 each; three door- west blow which carried her clear off by Attorney Edgar.
Chicago, Oct. 19. For Chicago and
Ten Million Dollars Damage.
Jackson, Ky., Oct. 19. Matt. Craw-- i
long trains though I must admit your
keepers $4; eight stenographers $6; her course. Night came and the
Eleven South Dakotans arrived in Pullmans are a revelation to me.
Chicago, Oct. 19. In addition to a ford, a politician, distiller and busi- vicinity rain tonight and probably on
postmaster $3; chaplain $3.
over
and
Jerked
bumped
equiliberator
high the city today on their way to Los
Each member shall receive $5 for the' waves threatening the America plea for ten million dollars damage ness man, was shot from ambush, and, Thursday, decidedly colder,
"What, as trainers of contortionCraw- - northwest winds. With these two offiin the suit, which is being brought, instantly killed early today.
each day's attendance and 10 cents a with momentary
Angeles, where they hope to escape ists?" was asked.
The "for the use of the Illinois Central ford was called out of his house
destruction.
cial- weather forecasts it is proble"Not exactly that, though it is sufthe severe winters that they have had
mile for going to and returning to the crew was calm but
greatly exhausted
men and a woman and his body, matic whether the third game of the to face in their home state. The
ficiently difficult to undress in them. I
capital. The members are granted the and one after another went to sleep Railroad Company." against the direc
party
tors of the corporation, it also de- was riddled with bullets when he ap- - world championship series between are making the journey in three
lost all my loose change from my
customary immunities from arrest,
huge
to wake up in the sea. mands an
etc. Bills may originate in either expecting
accounting of all the road's peared in the doorway. The identity! Chicago and Philadelphia can be play- motors of high horse power and a trouser's pocket and I suppose the
effort was centered on keeping finances. The principal allegation' is of the assassins and the cause of the ed here tomorrow.
house, the yeas and nays must be re- Every
breakdown caused a delay of several porter found the mattresses riveted
Excitement!
Snow in Colorado.
with silver quarters and half dollars.
of the the America afloat and the gasoline that the officers are responsible for shooting is not known.
corded upon demand of
house in this city.
overboard.
The equiliber- the losses the road is alleged to have runs high and a lynching is threatenBut they are very good contrivances
Denver, Oct. 19. Snow is reported
members, appropriation bills shall was tossed
In
one
K.
was
car
and
J.
Hayek
ed.
for these long journeys and are vastcontain no riders not appertaining to ator kept pounding and threatened sustained.
from all parts of Colorado today, the
in
another F. J.
Hayek and
away. The
to the ordinary compartfirst general snow storm of the sea- Hayek and infamily;
appropriations; the yeas and nays to sweep the life boatAzores
the third Joseph Hayek ly superior
but the ARIZONA CONVENTION IS
must be taken on the final passage of course was laid for the
son. The snow is eight to ten feet with his
ments, don't you think?"
BISBEE, ARIZONA, GAS COMare
members
family.
They
Another Myth.
veering wind made it impossible to
PANY IS IN TROUBLE. deep in the mountain passes. The of F. J.
PUTTING ON STEAM.
any bill.
Hayek Land Company, of
with the reduced
was blocked until
Dr. Bishop, hailing from England,
Moffat
road
tunnel
AnLos
19.
Oct.
The
Changing or altering materially, or reach the islands was the next
Bisbee, Ariz.,
Red field, S. D.. and they have had the land of a
hope.
the plow went through.
diet, was asked
getting away with a bill pending or gasoline. Bermuda
lots of opportunity not only to see if he did not hearty
geles Trust Company of Los Angeles
and some Republicans Help Defeat Proposition
more
gasoline
Monday
starve In this country
night
deemed
a
shall
be
punin
felony
Cuba.
Devastation
Word
passed
Deliberations
to
Report
to
but
into
estate
real
"We
it.
plunge
filed suit at Tombstone demanding a
at breakfast time. "I must say that
ishable with imprisonment in the pen- damaged machinery were jettisoned.
Oct. 19. Scattered reHavana,
for Word.
receiver for the Bisbee Light and ports from Pinar del Rio, which bore struck some fough roads from Sioux these Harvey bouses give one as luxEarly Tuesday morning, the Trent
itentiary from one to five years.
City to the Missouri valley," said Jos- urious and as varying a menu as anyThe Governor is given the veto was sighted two hours away and sigPhoenix, Ariz., Oct. 19. The Re Power Company, the only gas manu- the brunt of the recent heavy storms, eph Hayek, "and each automobile
It
boat
life
In
the
naled.
thing I have seen abroad," he said,
launching
show
the
losses
are
him
that
enop
not
and
bill
property
any
power
In a facturing concern in Bisbee. Interest
signed by
wore out two fine tries before that with a smile. "I do not believe that
was struck a ' glancing blow by the publican delegates participated
. within three days after passage shall
debate today for the first time since on the company's bonds, it is alleged, mous. The greater portion of the trip was made."
Englishmen eat more than Americans
become a law. The Governor may veto equ'liberator and nearly capsized.
the convention convened, ' 10 days has defaulted. The assets of the conv province is inundated and nearly all
The Hayeks were much impressed and the fourth meal or 5 o'clock tea
a
town
house
suffered.
the
Hardly
any portion of any bill appropriating
ago, the issue being another attempt pany are placed, at $75,000 and its was
left standing In the country dis with Santa Fe and while their cars written so much about in this country
money. All laws are to go into effect EXPERT EVIDENCE AT
for providing a verbal report of the bonded Indebtedness as $244,000.
and tobacco barns everywhere were being repaired at Mr. Donnell's it really only a cup of tea, at least
tricts
of
THE CRIPPEN TRIAL. proceedings of the convention.
ninety days after the adjournment
A
were destroyed., The crops are ruined. garage, they viewed the Old Palace, for English business men."
the legislature, except appropriation
23
motion to that effect was defeated
The monetary loss is near a million. the old church ,and other historic Dr. Bishop is much interested in
and emergency measures.
Was Not Sure That Re- to 27. A most Interesting constitutional
places. "If we like California we shall mines and mining and expects to find
AS
GONE
FUR
' The legislature shall not pass lo- Pathologist
mains Were Those of Belle Eladvanced today was that no
proposal
there perhaps," said Mr. Hayek, plenty to study in that line in New
DAMAGED
COTTO
CROP
stap
cal or special laws in the following
law adopted by the initiative and remore, Wife of the Accused.
Mr.
Donnell thinks the three fam- Mexico.
but
AND
BY
STORM.
COLD
cases: Divorces, roads, changing coun
No "Ideal Climate."
ferendum should be declared unconstiilies will want to locate in Santa Fe
ty seats or changing county lines exHE CAN Market is Excited and Buying Move- after they have seen the coast.
Asked about the climate of Egypt,
Oct. 19. The prosecution tutional.
London,
to
create
new
cept
counties, regulatas being ideal, especially for lung
in the case today against
ment is Sending Quotations
ing county or township affairs, change continued
the physician said: "I have
troubles,
BISHOP
CHOSEN
NEW
murder
Dr.
the
with
Crippen
COLORADO
TWICE
SPENDS
charged
of venue, court procedure, incorpoUpward.
to find a really and truly 'ideal'
AT CINCINNATI.
AS MUCH AS NEW MEXICO. yet
Not Write to Help
Taft
Will
rating or changing charters of muni- of his wife, Belle Elmore. Augustus
climate. It may exist but I have not
Colorado will have Just $802,112 to
New York, Ost. 19. The cotton
cipalities, punishment of crimes, de- Peppon, the pathologist who examin- One Will Preside Over Diocese of
discovered it. Cairo, which draws so
New
Stimson
viccr in
n
oon
h
of
Carry
ncrr
timiaa
rrrrr
ed
the
the
roar
dismembered
tn
assessment
of
parts
an
any
which
shown
market
person
age,
claring
recently had
Arizona and Other Over
bJ " .mJ;an8 an
and taxation, summoning or impanel- tim found in the cellar of the Crippen
York.
easier tendency and reached about the assessments finally "fixed by the ideal healthy V8
Texas.
North
city. Parts of Egypt are
He
ling jurors, management of the pub- home, was on the witness tand.
75 points from the high records of last state board of equalization.
very dry indeed, drier than here, and
lic schools, regulating rate of Inter- said he has been unable to determine
The total amount which will be re- are .much
week, became excited and firm again
visited by Americans as well
Oct. 19. New bishops of
be
est, elections, chartering ferries or anatomattically but' is satisfied that theCincinnati,
will
rate
alized
from
AT
BAY this morning on a general buying
the
OYSTER
Protestant Episcopal church will SILENCE
But many medical
Europeans.
jas
toll bridges and roads, and in every the parts were human and that they
movement Inspired by predictions of $1,059,542. but a large part of this men believe today that altitude as well
at
other case .where a general law can were severed by a hand skilled in be chosen by the house of bishops are
frost and apparent serious damage to goes to the various institutions and as sunshine is desirable in treating
be made applicable, legalizing except surgery. The organs are healthy and the convention here today. They
Political Conferences the crop in Georgia and the Carolinas for specific purposes, leaving the state lung trouble and certainly from
for
the
districts
Republican
including
all
missionary
as against the state, the unauthorized indicated that the person was of mid
the amount named for general ex- accounts Santa Fe has been
from the storm.
Arizona and north Texas.
New
York
Without
at
liberally
or invalid act of any officer.
dle life. They had been burned not
blessed with both."
Market Drops Again.
penses.
No exclusive rights, privileges or less than four and not more than REMARKABLE OPERATIONS IN
Rough Rider.
The following sums will be avail
New York, Oct. 19. While there is
Immunities shall be granted to any eight months.
LONG AND SHORT
no change in the weather the new of- able:
TRANSFUSION OF BLOOD.
corporation or person.
New York, Oct. 19. Political con- fering became sensational heavy on
HAUL PROVISION.
State, $802,112; Mute and Blind,
Chicago, Oct. 19. The remarkable
No compensation ot public officer
in the transfusion of blood ferences occupied most of Taft's time advance and the market sold off al- $82,997; University, $105,954; Agriculoperation
LEAVES
CAUSED
FALLING
shall be increased or diminished durin New York. No word came from most as rapidly as it had gone up.
tural College $82,997; School of Mines, It Shall Become Effective Next FebTROLLEY CAR TO SLIP. by a new method were announced
to noon and it became
ing his term.'
ruary Orders the Interstate
Insane
$82,997;
Asylum, $82,997;
from the Chicago Lylng-Ihospital, Oyster Bay up
would be no meet- SEVEN BALLOONS HAVE
Commerce Commission.
No legislature shall be appointed
State Normal school, $82,997; Board
515 Ashland boulevard, yesterday. In evident that there
In
Colli'
Three
Injured,
Fatally
RooseREACHED CANADA. of Stock Inspection, $82,997; Capitoli
during his term to any state office; Eightsion at
cases of two babies who develop- ing between the President and
the
MassachuKittering,
velt who has been at Oyster Bay for
nor can he be appointed during his
Washington, Oct. 19. By an order
ed jaundice and skin bleeding soon
$207,443; interest on insursetts.
two
issued today the interstate commerce
for complete rest.
It is Eight Crossed Lake Michigan Suc- building,
term and for one year thereafter to
the new method of blood said days
rection
after
$41,489.
bonds,
birth,
to be impossible for .Colonel
commission directs that the long and
any office which has been created or
cessfully in International
transfusion dipcovered by Dr. J. E.
short haul provision of the recent Inwhose emoluments have been IncreasRace.
Kittering, Mass., Oct. 19. Eight Welch of New York was tried, with Roosevelt to leave Oyster Bay. ChairTO
MILITIAMAN SENT
man Griscom of the New York county
terstate commerce act shall become
ed during his term, nor shall he be in- employes of the Portsmouth navy
JAIL IN PENNSYLVANIA. effective on
The operations were
success.
terested directly or Indirectly in any yard on their way to work today were signal
Republican committee, declared that
St. Louis, Oct. 19. Seven of the
February 17, 1911. The
19.
Peter
Dr.
Oct.
of
under
the
direction
Pa.,
Lancaster,
efforts are being made to have the balloons which left here on Monday
commission
contract with the state or any muni- Injured, three possibly fatally, In a performed
again holds that the
Fourth
Dr.
a
of
of
Oak
Company K,
private
Park, and
President write a letter on behalf of in the international race are believed
rate that is higher than a
law collision of heavy loaded trolley cars. W. G. Willard,
through
any
cipality thereof authorized by
'
J. B. De Lee, of the hospital. They Stimson, Republican candidate for gov to be in the air in Canada. The last Reigment, N. G. P., of Columbia, has combination of locals- is
prima facie
passed during his term.
Falling leaves had made the track
No bill shall be passed authorizing slippery and one car in mounting a marked the use of human blood serum, ernor, or have him make a speech In report was from northern Michigan been sentenced to the county jail for unreasonable. Its Intention to enan'
In
the
to
attend
for
five
used
been
effectively
days
force this principle and grant excepfailing
the New York campaign. The Presi near Lake Huron. The trip across
any Indebtedness which does not al- - hill failed to respond to the brakes which has
and ran back down a hill into another blood diseases In adults, for the cure dent says he has already gone as far lake Michigan was made successfully nual encampment' of the guards at tions only in extreme cases was announced by commission.
as he can. .
Continued on Page Eight.
Gettysburg'
car.
by eight of the entrants.
i..'.,iri:L' of hemorrhage in the new born.

What has been probably the most
difficult portion of the constitution to
draft has been completed by the subcommittee on legislative department
and may be submitted by the committee to the convention on Thursday
afternoon and taken up for discussion
on next Monday afternoon. The subcommittee however failed to take any
action on any of the initiative and
referendum
propositions and the
whole matter may be passed up to the
convention without recommendation.
The draft made by the
provides for a legislative term ol
four years. The two houses shall be
called a Senate to consist of 24 members over which the Lieutenant Governor will preside, making a twenty-fiftmember, and a House to consist
of 49 members, an odd number to prevent a tie.
A person must be 25 years of age
to be qualified for election to the Senate and 21 for election to the House.
No person holding any office of trust
or profit under the state, county or
national government, except officers
of the militia who receive no salary,
and notaries public, shall be qualified
for election to the legislature.
Vacancies shall be filled at a special election called uy the Governor.
The first session of the state legislature shall be called by the Governor
who Axes the date but subsequent sessions shall convene on the second
Tuesday of January after the general
quadrennial election and every second
year thereafter. The first session
shall not exceed ninety days and the
second shall not exceed sixty days.
Special sessions not to exceed thirty
days may be called by the Governor
but shall transact no .other business
except that specified ia the call for
the session.
The number of employes of the legislature Is limited to the following for
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Wh'iaf

Old

I

TIE

Imperii!
Jerstv Cream
Bobolink

UP.

the man among men for me
Dear eyes, open again for me!
I.ips (hat were once so sweet for me,
With never a word of deceit, for me;
l.ips that yielded to my caressing;
Lips whose lightest touch was a blessing;
I.ips that uttered love's speech to me,
And wondrous lessons did teacli to
me;
Lips of the man among men to me
Open, and speak again to me!

inter

Grocery Co.

Corner Plaza, Santa

Southeast

F.

Tleohont

No. 40

Arms that
Arms that
Arms that
me
Quick to

m

SEE FOR YOURSELF

be-

to my heart's
greeting;
Heart that echoed my own heart's
beating;
Heart whose love was a wondrous
treasure,
Noble and great beyond all measure
Honest heart, that was ever loyal:
Kingly heart that was more than
royal;
Heart of the man among men for me
,et me hear thee pulsing again for
Heart, that responded

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry. Silverware,
iJhliia.

Deco-r?- ti

NoveltleH,

Leather ant Leather Knuy

It is the old
story of boys playing with a twenty-twtarget gun. It happened at the
home of M. M. Walker, five miles
northeast of San Jon, ytiay county.
'The four year old son of Walker. Milton, was fatally wounded by a bullet
that passeJ through ws wrist ana nis
.stomach. The boy died a tew uours
o

-

Spitz

JEWEUFR

TAXIDFRMIST TANNERS FURRIER
IN Oil

OK WORK

UVERY DKS0RIPT1ON

K

LINE DONE TOORDKK

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Send for prii'es for tunning and lining'
furs and hides for runs and robes
paid for raw furs o? all

F. GORMLEY
PRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PHONE
BLACK

SANTA FE, N, M,

19

OANON
ROAD

436

doval at the court house yesterday
for a wedding license and Mr. Sandoval who has found little to do in license issuing for a fortnight, promptly
issued it. The couple were married
by the Rev. James oratten Mythen at
the Church of the rrorv --nitn.
Cross Continent on Burro Follow,
ing the Santa Fe Trail from Raton to
Kansas City, Mr. and Mrs. F. B. GallO'
way, who started from the Gate City'
yesterday with three burros, two for
riding and one carrying camp equi-- !
page, expect to cross the continent
making a side trip to New Orleans to
attend the Mardi Gras festival. They
expect to make one hundred miles a
week.
.Letter From Seattle Mayor Selig-mahas received a letter from C. B.
Yandell,
secretary of the Seattle
chamber of commerce, asking for information about the maintenance of
the office of a sealer and inspector of
weights and measures. Mr. Yandell
wishes to know "full data with regard
to the way in which the department
is established, maintained, and con- ducted, together with a summary of
its practical operation, advantages and
disadvantages and degree of public
benefit."
Mayor Seligman will inform the Seattle gentleman that Santa Fe does not maintain such an office.
-
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Funeral Directors &
LicBiised Embalmers

i

NIGHT

DAY

PHONE

130

FRAmJnG

PICTURE

125

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALAOE
AVE
DONE.

unted

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Ail

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

HERSCH

LEO

Potatoes,

Grain,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

SATISFACTION

FIRST

GLASS

UAPlf eCDtlinc

"Him uliikiul

ASSURED

CORRICK'S HACK LINE
For Hire

at

popular prices

DIAMONDS

Hb

Qm

Bn$fes and Saddle Horses

YONTZ

nog

WATCHES

Right Prices
Right

1

MEXICAN FILIGREE

tyt
FHtMi

JEWELRY
Cut Glass, China and Silverware

Servlc.

St.
L34S San Francisco

1

f

MANUFACTURER OF
Tested and
by

Methods

SANTA FE, N. M.

Wlhy

Do

standing cr walking

out-door- s,

all day long, Regals are always
comfortable
always stylish
and serviceable.

$350 $400 $450

A
Stylhh, Comfortablt
Men's
Xegal

$500

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY.

(

HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT
Is tin kind you get
f you buy from us,

ju

set a

You will also

mm
"jLra1.

j-

heater that w i
burn less fuel and
radiate mere htat

int. in

1

than anynther make
on the market.

i

Our line is compopprl rf tY.c Cf lf b" s""
(Coles Hot Blast) which burns ccal or
wood equally well.
Come in and let us point out 'to you the
superiorty of the Coles.

d

inror r

-

No, i4e

If if Hardware

a

haiuware

win

C0.&

We have it.

h0ne
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f

Wood

AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERR1LL08

Snnlhirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

OTSirSJJSS

SHOP

SHOE

WHOLESALE

Anthracite Coal al) Sizes,

NICK YANNI'S

24

E SAN FRANGISCO

Men's

Telephone

CAPITAL

SteiimCoal.

COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

half-sole-

s

......
(

nailed)

-

75c
r.oc
50c

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATl INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstrac- t- l o yon know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?

Realty

KERR'S

rance

PLAZA BARBER SHOP

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,

M

Insu-

&

Agency

Tel Black

76

For l9 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH

TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair ar.d facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE k HTCH

BATHS

BATHS

BATHS

Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on jvionaaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and B'ridays
All work is guaranteed; year
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
j PHONE RED 122.
I HONH RED 122,

you Send for the doctor when
is to compound scientifically
the medicine your doctor or- ers. And we are the best fitted through education, ex.
erience, and facility, to do his biddind.

Our Business

ST

Ladies' half sole? - - - liubber heels
FIRST CLASS WORK
GUARANTEED.

there is sickness in the house?

he is tne one who, through study and
training, is best fitted to treat the illness
successfully. THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

Because

cr
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-
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in-doo-

Trans-Mississip-

Laugh-Russia-

SOLE AGENTS

0

Regal leathers never "bum"
your feet. Regals give you a
snug, easy fit no pinching, no loose
whether you are
rubbing,

DISTRICT COURT.
suits were filed in the disat Alubuqnerque yesterday
the principal one being a
hy District Attorney G. S.
Klock on behalf of the Territory of
New Mexico asking judment against
those who failed to pay their taxes in
A complete list of the delin-- ,
1909.
quents was published in the Morning
Journal two months ago.
Josefina Nevares de Garcia, filed a
suit asking a divorce from Candido
alleging drunkenness and
Garcia,
The couple were mar-- '
abandonment.
ried in Winslow, Ariz., Nov. 12, 1903,
and have two children, which are ask-eto be placed in the custody of the
plaintiff.
A suit was filed asking Judgment
.
against reuu u. uaiuia iui
legea to De aue necause oi legal services rendered in August, 1910
The Modern Publicity Company of
New York filed a suit asking Judgment against Charles Vidad and Dom-inicRolle in the sum of $30.81, alleged to be due on account.
Judge Ira A. Abbott, who has been
holding court for the past ten days
in Colfax county, is expected to return, to Albuquerque Sunady night.

I

MULLIGAN & RISING

Shoes.

Several
trict court
afternoon,
suit filed

Anderson of the Methodist episcopal
church at l.as Vegas, officiated at the
wedding of H. V. Kirkpatrick of Albu-querque, and Mrs. Mattie O'Gara, of;
Las Vegas.
Eli-- .
MINOR CITY TOPICS
Saloonkeeper in Durance Vile
seo Chavez, a saloonkeeper of Old Al-buouertiue, w'as arrested and thrown
Jk
in jail for being implicated in the as
sault on Antonio Gabaldon who was
Denver Colo., Oct. 19. The
the
in
badly beaten up by three men
forecast is partly cloudy and S
saloon.
colder with frost in north por- X
tion tonight? Thursday fair.
Marriage License Issued At Las
Vegas, the following marriage licenses
were issued yesterday: Mattie OGara.
arm Pound
Deer Assistant
P.
aged 38, of Kast Las Vegas, and H.
InBurance commissioner Peter A. M.
Kirkpatrick, aged 51 oi Albuquerque; Lienaii and hunting party returned
Aurora F. Gallegos. 16, East Las Ve- this noon from the Lane Peaks bringof
gas, and Joaquin F. Sandoval, 20,
ing with them a three hundred pound
deer as a trophy.
Gallegos.
To-- i
Four Cattle Thieves Rounded
Change of Program at the Elks'
Policeman Apolonio A. Sena night. Following are the subjects:
reports the arrest in Mora county of "How Jack Got a Job,'' Pathe; "His
Enrique Pacheco and Bias Valdez who New Family," Edison, and "The Milpleaded guilty to cattle stealing, and lionaire and the Ranch Girl." Prices
wno 10 and 15 cents.
Margarito and Geronimo Roybal
were bound over to the grand jury in
Three
Names
Delegates Mayor
$1,000 bail.
jSeligman today named three delegates
'Aito the
Congress,
Chicken Feed Problem Solved
farmer living near Estancia claims toj .which meets at El Paso November 22
have discovered that the seed of thet0 25. They are Judge N. B.
thistle have solved the chick-- , iin Paui A p. Walter and J. W.
en feed problem in this country, and!Mayes
at the same time ridding the farms
Julius Gerdes is Well Again The
of the thistle pest. He says the tnistie many friends of Julius Gerdes called
seed fatten chickens and make them on him at his store today to congratulate him on his recovery from a serilay." Mountainair Messenger.
Mr. Gerdes is looking
ous illness.
Bia Demand for Hunting Licenses
The office of the probate clerk at Al very well and expressed pleasure at
buquerque these days Is being be- being again able to attend to his busisieged by hunters who are in quest of ness.
licenses permitting them to shoot big "The Millionair and the Ranch Girl"
game. The open season for deer and ia a story of deep heart Interest. A
western drama fun or excitement. At
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
the Elks' tonight.
Lucas County. ss.
Must Sign Names Mayor Seligman
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that is receiving a number of complaints
he is senior partner of the firm of about back yards and on other subF. J. Cheney & Co., doing business jects but these complaints are generand
in the City of Toledo, County
'ally signed "Tax Payer," or "A Citi
State aforesaid, and that said firm zen." He is paying no attention to
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED letters that are not signed with the
DOLLARS for each and every case of full name of the complainant.
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
Abelino Blea Dead Abellno Blea, a
use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
veteran of the Civil war, answered the
FRANK J. CHENEY,
last call Monday night. He was 70
Sworn to before mt and subscribed
of age. Surviving him are a
years
in my presence, this' 6th day of De- widow and four
daughters. The fun1886.
A.
D.,
cember,
will take place at 7 a. m. tomoreral
A. W. GLEASON,
row from the cathedral. Interment
Notary Public. will be made in the National ceme(Seal)
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taiten iniern-- (
'
ally, and acta directly on the blood tery.
"His New Family" at the Elks'
See
the
of
system.
and mucous surfaces
tonight; it is one of Edison's heaviest
Send for testimonials free,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. dramas and is good.
Colorado
Marry Frank
Couple
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Seitz and Augusta M. Hoey, of Pueb- Take Hall's Family Pills for
lo, Colo., applied to Deputy Clerk San- ,

our store for a pair of Regal

of

xSgn

SUIT FILED IN

Just

1

warned

4k

visit

n

how this unusual fire originated Night Watchman Mat Wilson
was unable to determine, hut it is
supposed the cab was set on fire by
lightning. The cab which was thor-01hly saturated with oil and grease:
was entirely burned away.
Another Fire at Estancia-"- We
came near having another fire Saturday evening. Sid Harris' house caught
on fire, but as he was at home and
had a couple of tubs of water hanc'Y
. sncceeded in nutting it out before
..w-nrfa
gained ilium
o.,i.j.
Herald.
kee.

j.

is

kin

Highest prices

burn-That-

Rendered in district
Judgment
court at Albuquerque, juage ira
Abbott signed a judgment, against
Carmen Abeyta of Isleta for $137.75.
vhh
bunaay OKaxmg r.aB
The uoara ot control oi me rannmu
Guard Armory at Las Vegas has de
cided to stop roller skating on SunArmory.
days in the
.
.
i, .... ir n
ax iuas w

a Specialty

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing

afterwards.
F,re Destroys Cab of fengine ine
received
fire department of Raton
their first call in seven weeks when
they were called to the Santa Fe and
Eastern tracks east of the Santa Fe
,
depot at Raton to extinguish the
jng Cab of the engine used by the
road in hauling coal down from Yan-

The eyes that I loved are blind to
me;
Never again will they shine for me.
The lips that I loved are silent now,
Never to utter another vow.
The arms are folded and deathly ehill
once were strong; and the heart
is still.
Dead is the man among men to me
He never shall come again to me!

Solid Comfort In
That's what we promise you if you

j

their names.
Boy Fatally Wounded

me!

MANUFACTURER

bowel action.
We will refund your money without
argument if they do not do as we say
they will. Two sizes 25c and inc.
Sold only at our store the Rexall
Store. The Fischer Drug Co.

The empanelling of the jury at Raton in the
vs. Thomas
case of the Territory
O'Neil, charged with the killing of
Walter Hyers, occupied the attention
of the district court Saturday after
Frof,.
noon, and Monday morning.
names
the regular nanel of twenty-fou- r
twelve were excused for cause, ten for
the reason that they had conscientious
scruples against assessing the death
penaty, in a case of murder in the
first degree, and two because they
knew some of the facts in the case
and had formed an opinion as to how
the case should be decided. Late Sat
urday afternoon Judge Abbott issued
a special venire of :!n names, making
the same returnable. Monday morning.
Sheriff Hixenbaugh made his return.
showing 27 served out of the thirty,
to
and the twenty-severesponded

That, held me close to a loving breast
When I was weary and sore oppressed:
Arms of the man among men to me
Dear arms, open again to me!

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Unlike other preparations for a like,
they do not create a habit,
but instead they overcome the cause!
of habit acquired through the use of;
ordinary laxatives, cathartics and
harsh physic, and permanently remove
the cause of constipation or irregular
purpose,

road.
District Court at Raton

tide me;

r

ence.

Mora

once were for me so lusty,
were once for me so trusty;
were always ready to guide
defend, wljate'er might

The active medicinal ingredients of
Ilexail Orderlies, which are odorless,
tasteless and colorless, is an entirely
new discovery. Combined with other
extremely valuable ingredients, it
forms a perfect bowel regulator, intestinal invigorator and strengthener.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like candy
and are notable for their agreeable-nes- s
to the palate and gentleness of
action. They do not cause griping or
fan' disagreeable effect or inconveni- -

s

Eyes of

WEJGIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS!
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

For Constipation

A Medicine That Does Not Cost
Anything Unless It Cures

Water-Storag-

sad;

AUo VARIETY FRESH YEAST

CALL

BOUND

BEREAVEMENT.
(By Lyijia M. Dunham O'Neill. Corona,
New Mexico.)
Eyes that were once bo bright for
me,
Killed with heaven's own light for me,
Filled with devotion and truth for me.
Bright with the fire of youth for me
Kyes that smiled when my heart was
glad;
Eyes that wept when my heart was

Four

Pansy

DAILY

other big game, with certain restrictions, is now od. Many parties are
being made up to hunt the deer in
the mountains and distant plains,
where they are said to be quite plentiful this year.
Irrigation Company Elects Officers
At the annual meeting of the Galli-iniand IrrigaCanal
tion Company, at l.as Vegas, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, D. F. E. Olney;
vice president, Richard A. Davidson;
secretary, T. II. Moen; treasurer,
Peter Roth; auditing committee, S. F.
Henler and John ilenler; committee
on ditch work and improvements. Dr.
F. E. Olney,
John T. Hughes and
John Thornhill. The eight directors
chosen for the coming year were: Dr.
F. E. Olney, Richardson Davidson. T.
H. Moen, Peter Roth, S. F. Henler,
John T. Hughes, Jr. The meeting was
held at the home of T. H. Moen on the

LIVEHY
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, baddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livety Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES
Don Gaspar Avenue

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

WW
BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FOR RESULTS

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
sunt

pe

THE SAXTA FK
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thirteen in order to control the House,
assuming that our forecast in all other
respects is correct. The fact that the
Republicans now have nine of the
doubtful districts is the sole
justification for our statement that
the probabilities are slightly in favor
of a Republican majority of two or
three.
The extraordinarily close balancing
of power between the two great par-- j
ties of the country, as indicated by
this, our preliminary forecast, can
fail, it would seem, to be of
good cheer to the Republican party,
because It is evidence that the conuifons are not so bad as has been gen-

ACT QUICKLY.
Delay Has Been Dangerous in Santa
Fe.
Do the right tiling at me right time.
Act quickly in times of danger.
Bachacbe is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cure all distressing, dangerous kidney ills.
Plenty of evidence to prove this.
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria St., Santa
Fe, N. M., says:
"I nave had no severe return attack
of kidney trouble since using
Pills several years ago. Now
and then I have suffered from backache but at such times Doan's Kidney
Pills have given prompt and positive
relief. For a long time I was made
miserable by attacks of kidney complaint and my back was often so lame
and painful that I could scarcely do
anything. I did not sleep well and no
matter whether I were lying down or
standing up, the trouble was in eviThe kidney secretions andence.
noyed me both day and night by their
irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After several remedies had failed to help me, I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills and they
lived up to all the claims made for
them. I never hesitate to say a good
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when
opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co.,
Buffalo,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
'States.
Remember the name Doan's and
Doan-Kidne-

INDICATIONS
REPUBLICAN HOUSE
Impartial Preliminary Canvass Gives Party Slightly
the Better of It

y

WILL

BE

BuTfEW

CHANGES

Close Observers However Admit That the Margin Will
Be Close.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,

LINE

j

S5.00

FARE

v.

spot of the West ut an e'evatlnn of ?,700
feet abne sea level, s'inshlrie every day, but
line rain or sdo- - during session.
Eleven OfUcers.and Instructors, all graduates from slardard eastern colleges. Ten
bulldogs, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E, A. Cahoon. President; W
G, Bamlltoj. Vice President: J. Pbelps While.
Treasurer; W M Atkinson Secre.ary, and W
A FiDlay
For parllctilart au1 lllnslra-.ei- l
catalogue
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tddress
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent.
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RIDE IN THE MOON
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ocratic success.
In New Jersey, the nomination by
the Democrats of Woodrow Wilson,
president of Princeton college, is popular with both parties, and it is believed that he will sweep the state and
possibly carry with him a number of
Democratic candidates for Congress.
The state is now represented by seven Republicans and three Democrats,
and, as will be seen from our table,
we find that in but two districts is
Republican success quite certain. The
Republican majorities in many of the
other districts are, however, so large,
the probabilities favor Republican
success in three out of eight remaining districts. The one really doubtful
district is that of Representative
Gardner, and Representative Louden-slase- r
will also have a hard fight for
in spite of his ten thousand majority at the last election.
Pennsylvania shows little signs of
Democratic or Republican-Insurgen- t
s
success, the
being too
strongly entrenched In power. The
state Is at present represented by 27
Republicans and 5 Democrats, and this
representation is not likely to be
In the 30th district, repchanged.
resented by John Dalzell, there are
strong evidences of the bitter faction
al fight preceding his nomination, but
it is locally believed that he will be
elected, though by a greatly reduced
plurality.
In Maryland, the contest will be, as

.

Palace Ave.

Office of

30,-50-

m

TOOpKEKSE

The kind that grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
bearing doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for catalog 105 with interior
views showing arranficraeot jnjibrary .parlor, etc
non-bindin-

watt-mete-

g,

New Mexican Printing Company
Sole Agents, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Rtfbbe? Stamps

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

e

$1,500
We repair and' care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

UT

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER 8TAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME 19 MONEY THESE DAY3

11,-00- 0

PRICE-LIS-

T

IS
Inches ong
8tamp, not over 2
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
and not over 3
Inches long
20c
Stamp, over 2
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15a.
One-linand not ov er 5 Inches long
25c
Stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c
One-lin- e
tee.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved linta on Stamp count a two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger size at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-haInch inch In slz, wt charge for on
line for each one-ha-lf
inch or fraction.

One-lin- e

2

e

well-groun- d

crop-ping-

2

2

lf

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for
,
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
Regular line Dater
Deftnance Model Band C;:jr
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
8TAMP
PADS,
25 cants; 2
10 cent; 2x3 14, 15 centa; 2
t
75 centa.
50 cents; 4
15 cents; 3

Charles W. Dudrow

Santa

n

i yum--

stand-patter-
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"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of opco air work. Healthiest location
of any Ml lltary School lu the Union. Located
oq the beautiful Pecot Valley the garden

j

Territorial Engineer Informs
Census Frauds in Tacoma, San FranItself Regarding Plans for
cisco, Los Angeles, Minneapolis
Power Plant.
and Other Western Places
our
bers have instantly responded to
are Exposed.
The
following letter has been reHACK
requests for this information in a
ceived by the office of the territorial
clear, specific, frank and most interOct. 10. Population
Washington,
engineer in reply to inquiries regardesting manner, and it is impossible to
From
is- doubt the conclusions reached.
ing the proposed pumping irrigation statistics of the thirteenth census
sued
were:
Portland, Maine, 5,571,
BARRANCA TO TAOS
The detailed forecast by states apenterprise at Estancia:
Ian increase of 8,426, or 16,8 per cent
on the opposite page.
Mr. C. D. Miller,
Meets Both North
South pears
jover 50,145 in 190; Brockton, Mass.,
The extraordinary closeness of this
Assistant Territorial Engineer,
Bounds Trains.
Santa Fe, New Mexico. 56.S7S, an increase of 16,815, or 42
coming contest is shown by our preDear Sir: Yours of the 15th inst., per cent, over 40,063 in 1900; Chico-- I
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot diction that 16S districts will certainly
21
pee, Mass.. 25,401, an increase of 6,234,
received.
the north bound train and arrives at be represented by Democrats, and
more will probably be Democratic,
We are pleased to give you such in- or 32.5 per cent, over 19,167 in 1900;
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other giving a total reasonably sure Demoformation that we have at hand in ref- Pitchburg, Mass., 37,826, an increase
of 189; while the
erence to the irrigation project pro- of 6,295, or 20 per cent, over 31,531 in
way.. Good covered hack and good cratic membership
Republican party will certainly elect
teams.
posed for the Estancia Valey, New 1900; West Hokoben, N. J., 35,403, an
1 60 members and
will probably elect
increase of 12,300, or 53.3 per cent,
Mexico.
'X'la.laa.gr dca. to 2wa.lc
Fjlb 29 more, giving a reasonably sure toover 23,094 in 190(1; Lima, Ohio,
to
state
be
First
well
it
that
x3.g:x Coxxifaxta.'bl,
might
tal of 1S9 exactly the same number!
an increase of 8,785, or 40.4 per
the project proposed here is similar
There are thirteen districts in the
over 21,723 in 1900.
installed
cent,
to
we
and
the
a
even
project
just
so
is
which
there
country in
in
the
Don't Do It Yourself.
can
Portales,
we
completed
recently
Reports received from the reprebalance of probabilities that
New Mexico, valley, that plant con- sentatives of the census bureau in
not possibly predict the result, withsists of a central power station locat- Minneapolis indicate that a comparaout resorting to mere guesswork.
ed on the railroad, in the town of tively small inflation will be shown in
These thirteen districts, in which the
Portales. This plant consists of two that city. In all cases where there
balance of power of the next House
750 H. P. Double Acting Horizontal wers false enumeration, it is said to
will probably be settled, are the
Tandem Gas Engines, operating at a have been due to acts of individual
The 10th (Boston) district of Mas
speed of 150 revolutions per minute, enumerators and for the purpose of
sachusetts, now represented by a
direct collected to 500 K. W. genera- selling their own returns.
Democrat (O'Connell), who won the
When asked if there could have
tors. These engines use for fuel, pro- last election by 4 votes only out of
ducer gas, geinerated from three 500 been any reason for including San
35,000 cast.
bituminous coal gas producers
Francisco and Los Angeles in the list
The 23d (Albany) district of New
n
From this central power station we of cities where padding had been pracYork, now represented by a Republiexceedingly close. The Repub- run a pole line out over the valley, ticed Director Durand said that he
can (Southwick), who won the last usual,
licans
are expressing high hopes of and when we come to land to be irri- preferred not to discuss the reports
election by 5S5 votes out of 63,000 cast.
success throughout the state, gated, the land owner already has his from those cities.
general
The 2nd New Jersey district, now but our own information
Without saying that they were at
indicates well drilled, we install a pump, 25 H.
You are sure to make a blunder of represented by a Republican (Gardthe elec- all involved, he stated that tne census
are not fully justified P. motor,
that
these
and
hopes
election
won
the
last
who
by
It and maybe spoil something. Besides ner),
and that the probabilities are that the trical equipment ready for the land bureau was continuing its
3.400 votes out of 45,000 cast.
three present Democratic
districts owner to simply throw in the switch
you will lose more time than you can
The 6th Indiana district, now repre- will return
Democrats again, while when he needs the water, in this way
afford in trying to clean or press your sented by a Republican
(Barnard), the 3rd and 6th
districts, which are the farmer has the plant on his own IMPORTANT COAL DISSend them to us and who won the last election by 1,100
own clothes.
now Republican by majorities of less
COVERY AT TIJERAS.
cast.
of
ground, pumps when he pleases, as
55)000
the job will be done easily, quickly, votes out
now rep- than 1,000, will return Democrats. The much as he needs, just when he wish7th
Indiana
The
district,
ath district will probably still be Rethoroughly and economically. Besides, resented
South of This City and
es, and pays for what he uses. In this Forty Miles
by a Democrat (Korbly),
by a narrow margin.
it will be seen by your friends that who won the
Not Far From the Hagan, Coyohe is absolutely independent from
last election by only 683 publican
way
Xo changes are likely in the reprete and Pino Vititas Fields.
it was done by a professional and not votes out of the 70,000 cast.
other water users, no danger of
of Virginia, West Virginia, any
sentations
,
dttcn-esnow
of
somenot
or breaking
that worth
an amateur. Is
repreThe 9th Indiana district,
or in the almost solid South, although dams going out,
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 19. That
sented by a Democrat (Morrison), the
during the irrigation season. Neiththing.
of
have
is to have a real coal
strong
hopes
Republicans
Albuquerque
who won the last election by 1.100
to
asked
poser
farmer
is
up
the
get
field nineteen miles from the city is
capturing one more representative in
votes out of 56,000 cast.
to
is
as
take water,
and the Democrats of send- sibly at midnight
believed almost certain as the result
The 11th Indiana district, now rep- Oklahoma,
a
Democratic delegation the case very often under witch sys- of the discovery by W. J. Holman of
ing
complete
who
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues. resented by a Democrat (Ranch)
tems.
from South Carolina.
anthracite and bituminous coal in
won the last election by 1,200 votes
The plant above describeu, furnishes workable quantities near La Tijera
are
In
the
likely
Ohio,
Republicans
out of 53,000 cast.
to lose three members. General Keif-- power to put 30 inches of water on
in Tijeras canyon in the Sandia mounWe Have Built Up
The 1st Michigan district now repin the 7th district will have a strugacres, at a cost of less htan $1 per tains. Mr. Holmes who was in the
a
resented by
Republican (Denby),
but probabilities acre foot, at a 45 foot lift, using coal city yesterday is now taking prelimifor
who won the last election by 9,000 gle
at. $4.50 per ton.
In
are
favor.
his
nary steps toward the organization of
votes out of 54,000 cast, but who will
Political conditions in Indiana are
This current can be used in numer- a company to develop what he believes
have a very hard fight for
pretty chaotic. Senator Beveridge ous other ways, such as lighting the are large deposits of as good coal as
The 1st Iowa district, now repre- will
have' a
Mr.
sented by a Republican (Kennedy), Democrats. strong support among the farm buildings, houses, etc., operating may be found in the southwest. of
the
some
more
had
Holmes
Barnard,
feed
samples
Representatives
machines,
their
washing
grinders,
who won the last election by 1,600
Korbly, Morrison and Rauch will have butter churns, saw wood, sewing ma- hard coal with him yesterday, samples
votes out of 36,000 cast.
hard fights for
which local coal men have pronounced
Rep- chines and many other things.
The 2nd Iowa district, now repre very
resentative Crum packer will almost
With this system of irrigation, the excellent anthracite and which upon
sented by a Republican (Dawson),
undoubtedly be
rural mail delivery and telephone, the analysis has shown 88 per cent of fixwho won the last election
by 1,900
In Kentucky, two or three districts
farmer can have the city conven- ed carbon.
votes out of 45,000 cast.
which are at present Republican are
"The coal occurs in a big basin two
iences.
The 6th Iowa district, now repreto go Democratic. Caleb Powsaid
above system has been in oper miles wide and three miles long,"
sented by a Republican (Kendall), likely
The
ers will probably be elected In the
Mr. Holmes. "For thirty years there
four
and
who won the last election by less than
the
past
months,
11th district, as the normal Republi- ation for
has been
prospecting
desultory
300 votes out of 49,000 cast.
has met every expectation.
can majority Is very large.
,
through this district but while coal
5th
The
of
a
North
Carolina
down
district,
number
We
have
put
the
our Paint business cy giving only
In Wisconsin, no changes are probhas been often found, it has never
best grades lor a reasonable price. now represented by a Republican able, although Representative Carey wells in this valley, in the past few been located in workable quantities.
election
won
who
the
last
find
will
the
wells
that
will have a somewhat hard fight for re months, and
I have been living there for six years
Every can of our Paint is reliable. It (Morehead),
Is made of the best White Lead and by less than 200 votes out of 38,000 election, with the chances in his fa- not deliver more than from 250 to 500 past and have walked over every foot
colors, giving a uniform cast.
vor.
gallons per minute, wnile the Portales of ground and as a result I am conThe 8th North Carolina district, now
coat and spreading easily an3 smoothIn Minnesota, Sidney Anderson, who wells produce from 900 to 1,600 gal- fident that I have found indications of
by a Republican (Cowles) defeated
s
ly without streaks or spots. These represented
'
Representative Tawney at lons per minute. We have 22,000 acres a big coal field. There are two
colors will not fade in the .sun, and who won the last election by 1,400 the primaries, may have some diff- subscribed in this valley, which will
of soft coal, lying well in place
out
of
votes
cast.
32,000
in securing the "stand-pat- "
they cover a large surface. One coat
vote, need two 1,500 H. P. plants, but in- showing a thickness of three feet and
It will thus be seen that of these iculty
of our Paint is as good as two of other
and there is a little doubt of the re- stead of each well irrigating a 160 over, much wider than found in the
thirteen doubtful districts four are election of
.
kinds.
Representative Hammond acre tract, we cannot expect a well to Madrid field. By sinking a hundred
now represented by Democrats and
In the 2nd district; other irrigate more than 40 or the most an foot shaft I can cut three workable
The successful (Democrat)state
nine by Republicans.
wise, the
delegation Is not likely 80 acre tract, which tends to make the veins. The samples of the hard coal
of
seven
the
will
to
win
have
party
to be changed.
well proposition quite expensive, as a come from a working which is In
In Iowa, the result is doubtful in the depth of from 150 to 300 feet is neces- twenty-fiv- e
feet and I am confident
1st and 2nd districts, represented at sary.
the vein will make at least four feet
present by stand-pa- t
Republicans, and
In a great many instances farmers of good solid coal. This same vein
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE
In Representative Kendall's district,
no money, so that we must at the south and of the basin becomes
having
the 6th. In the 8th district, a Repubof their land, In order to give bituminous coal of the best coking
half
lican will quite surely take the place buy
them money to put In their well, culti- variety, pronounced better than anyof Representative Jamieson (Demo
in the Colorado fields, as it
vate
the first season, and feed their thing an ash as
leaves
white as wood ashes.
crat) and Representative Smith' will
can
a
until
be
raised.
crop
family,
WE HAVE A f FEW MORE OUTLINE MAVAJ0 RUGS ,
have a hard fight for
I can develop six or seven feet of
in
In
valWhile
soil
the
the
Estancia
this coal, and am confident that the
THAT WE ARE GL0SING OUT TO MAKE ROOM FOR
spite of a considerable normal Republey is very rich and fertile and of con- whole basin is underlaid with the
lican majority.
STOCK.
NEW
OUR
In Missouri, the present Republican siderable depth, the formations dif black diamonds."
representatives in the 12th, 13th, 14th, fer so widely, and the water bearing
Blankets
Baskets
15th and 16th districts are likely to stratas differ so materially, that wells
Curios
Died in Buggy Beside Her Father-M- iss
within 100 feet of each other mar not
be replaced by Democrats.
Alice Blgler, aged 20 years, died
In Nebraska, a Democrat will prob- only .find the best water stratas at dif- at Las Vegas yesterday, at her fath
New Management,
S, E. Corner of Plazi,
ably succeed Representative Hlnshaw ferent depths, but in different kinds er's side in a buggy. "
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in the 4th district. Representative
Norris, who won his election two
ypars ago by only 22 votes plurality,
is strongly supported by both
Ucans and Democrats and will almost DUE TO DISEASED BLOOD
surely be
Every symptom of an old sore sugin Montana, the probabilities favor
the return of a Democrat in place of gests diseased blood. The inflammation, discharge, discolored flesh, and
Kepresentattve Pray (Republican).
The Pacific States (except Nevada) the fact that local applications have
are almost solidly Republican, as no permanent effect toward healing
the ulcer, shows that deep down in
usual, except that in California the
the system there is a morbid cause for
election of a Democrat in the 4th
the sore. But more
proof
to
triot,
replace Representative Kahn, that bad blood is theconvincing
cause for these
is probable.
places is furnished by the fact that
Oppose Uncle Joe.
even removing the sore or ulcer
One of the most interesting phenomoperation does not cure; they
is
our
ena
disclosed
by
investigation
eral!- believed.
Nature will heal any
return.
always
Cannon
of
stalwart
the large number
Cn
.,,,,1 1.....1H... .
I, tl,.. 1,1. .,,,1 ia
A brief survey of the entire coun
' seen
a great
.
battle I.Republicans who have
but until the circulation is cleansed
,
try and or the
"
'
" ,
of all impure matter and supplied
.
,
grounds in the coming contest will
' ""uuu
"u "'f
l"" with nourishing
and plasmic qualities
be of intei est.
will
never
that
L,
stituents
they
again the infected condition
o r flesh is
.
in New England, the Republicans vo(fi for ...h(i
0f
. S. S. ilealS
lO remain
have iilrendv l.mt bv the earlv elec-- ! nothine in nolitics is more certain UBUbfcU
."
.
m j r.
.'
tion) two members in Maine. Repre--, tuan that s
"he
ker CaunoI1 will never ?l
.,nto
New
,
sentative Sulloway's
Hampshire -- o
p flnv ronsidf,r:il,,p nlras.
district is in doubt, and the 10th Mas ure of party support for a renomiiia- - imriiiriiies arm mornin mairfr5 arms
f,llniities t,. this virM
sachusetts district, now represented , ion to the sneakershin. and. knnwintr nourishi,r
n
i
n..:.i ouui i
u
ouuu.i L"c VCT
l uu,u
'.
hv- a Democrat, ' is also in doubt,' asi.u...
v,
mis. iiiinv oi nia uieeui tuiiimiiera
ditions that are
Rhode
In
noted.
Island, undoubtedly feel that they are entirely
previously
n e c e ssary beRepresentative Sheffield will probably safe jn giving tnis pledge.
fore any sore
iau ol
in uoiiueeueui, ')n conclusion, it should be under
can heal. S.S.S.
there is a strong Democratic wave of !8toml tn.lt thls forec.ast js preliminarv
is a perfect
revolt, but the Republican majorities otlly and is a regult of the eXpreS.
blood purifier,
in all districts are large, and except ;ion of I)ubUc oiiinlon in the last ten
acting directly
for the 2nd (Representative Sperry's) uays of
on the circulaSeptember and the first four
district, there is little change of Dem-'o- r
five days of October. For a
tion through
success.
Igressional election, this is early to ob- the stomach and
'Whip" Dwight and Others.
jtain such an opinion, especially as in
digestive memNew York is now represented hyiseveral OI "e stiites notably New hers. Its use makes rich, red, healthy
twenty-siRepublicans and eleven Yorl amI Massachusetts many of the blood, which nourishes all flesh
The districts of Repre- - nominations at the primaries were not sues instead of infecting them with
sentatives Foelker. Calder, Olcott, mado ,ln,il October, and in almost air the virulent matter which keep old
Special book on Old
Southwick
Perkins and !tne Rtat,'s active camiiaigning does! sores open.
Millington
Fassett are doubtful, with probabili- - "OI egm until me middle or October, Sores and any medical advice free.
If is more tDan Possible, therefore,
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta, Ga.
ties, however, favoring the Republi- cans in all excent the 23rri ( Alhanv tnat ,he lo(al campaigns, as they de- (dstrict, where there is a strong and ve''1' wi" r'nanKe the results in some of formation, so you can see the cost
triowine feelinc aeainst the rule of ior ,ne oistricts in a way tnat can not: or the wells Is very uncertain.
The above will give you some Idea
'Boss Barnes." Representatives Mai- ,'".8h 0 - e Ioretola al Tne mno wnpn
by, Dwight. Payne, Fassett and Vree- - !this issue of Success Magazine goes as to our system, also as to what is
Pss.
ian(j wno are srrong among the stand-ha- s
i)eing dol,e jn this valley, and if their
Our final forecast will be issued to
that you
any other information
pat Republicans, and Representative
the press of the country on the last
F'iizeerald, who led the Tarn man v
wish, we would be pleased to
mjKt
foices supporting Cannon, are virtual-- ! day of October, and will contain the giVe of such as we have at Hand,
but by materi-- results of all of the additional in forma'y certain of
j remain, very tru.v vours,
tion received by us up to that time
a'ly reduced majorities. In the 13th
j j DETWETIIER.
district, now represented by Herbert
Parsons, the contest wTll be especially PUMPING FOR IRRIGATION
EASTERN CITIES ARE
IN THE ESTANCIA VALLEY.
close, with probabilities favoring DemGROWING RAIDLY.

,nZ.r.,

(Ffom Success.)
The next House or Representatives
will be almost exactly in even bal
rne probabilities are snguuy
ance,
in favor of a Republican majority of
two or three, but it is impossible to
predict with certainty at this writing
which of the two parties will organize
the House.
There will be a large increase in
the Democratic membership, but there
will be no Democratic, "landslide."
The explanation of this rather unexpected result appears to be that the
Progressive wing of the Republican
party has come into power at the primaries in a very large proportion of
the Republican districts, while In
take no other.
many of the districts where the stand-pa- t
element retains control the normal
Will of M. B. Atkinson The will of Republican pluralities are so large
the late M. B. tkinson was filed for that the stand-pa- t
candidates are likeTecord at Estancia. He bequeathed ly to succeed.
all of his property to his wife and apBoth wings of the party are now
pointed two of his, sons as executors diligently engaged in their historic
of the estate without bond.
occupation of "burying the hatchet."
In other words, the heretofore gensuccess
erally expected Democratic
in the closer districts of the country
been put in jeopardy by the nomi-nation of more or less popular In- sureent Republican candidates, and
information receivel by us indicates
that there will be little Republican
basket leaves Monday Tuesday bolting in such districts.
This, in brief, is the result of the
Returns Thursday and Friday
exhaustive investigation of local poAGENCY" at O. K. Barber Shop litical conditions just made by Success Magazine among the membership
Mrs FO. BROWN A?ent
of its auxiliary editorial board of life
Phone No 23 Red
subscribers. Nearly fifteen thousand
thousand memout of the twenty-fiv- e
Foster-Milbur-
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ALL'S WELL.
To him w ho crosses the ocean the
first time, possibly the most impres
sive incident is tne cry ot tne wau-it regular intervals: "All's Well!'' It
:..
tlm '?'7 AHrt TonTil
of New' Mexico personally to watch
the proceedings of the constitutional
convention but the press is on watch
and up to this time, its cry has been:
"All's Well!" for despite faultfinding
here and there and hysterical sobs on
part of the Albuquerque Tribune Citizen, the work of constitution making
is progressing favorably afld the con
stitution will be one of which every
unprejudiced citizen will be proud.
This sentiment is reflected by the Cimarron News and Citizen when it says

TIME TO GET BUSY.
If they but knew how much the circulation of the New Mexican has increased since the first of October, the
merchants would be taking advantage
of the vast field it covers. At all
times the Daily New Mexican reaches
every hamlet in the Territory, and
goes in all direction beyound
At present, however, every
one is interested in the work of the
constitutional convention, and there is
not a day in which many new subscribers are not listed.
Is it not up to you and your own interest Mr. Merchant and Business
Man to place your wares before these
thousands of people; people who.
every little while, come from all the
surrounding territory to do their shopping? Don't you know that the people in small places and on the ranches, read their papers from A .to Z?
Don't you know that the merchant
whose names are constantly before
the eyes of the reading public are the
ones who will get the business? Or,
are you so rich and busy with so
much business that you cannot take
care of any more?
Look at the full page and half page
advertisements which smaller merchants in smaller towns are putting
before the public through the mediums of newspapers and ask yourselves
if you are progressive; if you are making any strides or standing in a rut;
if you are doing your share for the
city and yourself?
This is a golden opportunity to get
in some telling advertising, and the
progressive merchants to "get busy."
It will help them and will help the
town.
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her
had
husband
complaint
United States land office in Tucum-car- i, threatened
life on three occasions. $5.756.65; fed wethers and yearlings
her
is in town. Mr. Gallegos is here
fed western ewes $2.504.
The alimony settlement was made out $4 5.25;
to attend the wedding of his sister,
of court. Mrs. Dickins was given the
Aurora F. Gallegos, to Joaquin F. Sanof their daughter and Dick-in- s
doval, Isidor V. Gallegos, Isidor, N. custody
of their three minor sons.
M., is also here to attend the wedDCDCflMHI

FIVE.
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WILSON

50,000.00

Does a General Banking

HA

Heater jgg

Business

Your Patronage Solicited

owisThe Time
To Buy Stoves

j

.

President

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

F.

H

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Caseier

W. E. GRIFFIN, Asst.

-

FOR SALE OR RENT
Residence property with all modern
r
heat etc.etc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.
hot-wate-

O

C- -

WATSON

COMPANY

&.

Surety Bonds

Insurance

Real Estate

Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 SanFranciscii

Phone. Red So. 189

St.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED

THE MONARCH MALLEABLE
IF YOU ARE
A

Leather Rockers,

and Mahogany Rockers

Mission and Oak Dining Room Suits
Aktrs-Wagne-

Furniture Co.

r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

e

c.

&

FUNERAL

DIRECTORS

E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO

BIGGEST
THEY

raw lands,
under ditch, S40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Offer9 irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre

RANCHES.
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- -enterLA5?K
eminent land. We have Irrigation men
are
Moneyed
JJ'
prises, needing capital.
:
:
:
BMAl.li.
invited tocorrespoud with us.
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IM NEW MEX'CO, LET US HE4R FROM YOU,

RANCHES,
I4RGB
"AND
SMALL

Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye forks
OL4AN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NEW MANAGEMENT- TREATMENT- EQUIPMENT-COURTEOUS

Gentlemen's
Phone
Red 132

0. 0.

Hats Made New.
East Side
Plaza.

SrlAVVGO, Propietor

lj
PRETTY GOOD LOOKING
TURNOUT

THE PRESCRIPTION

CLERK,,

must know his business thoroughly
you'll admit when we send it around
"
'!
to you. Of course It Is. " " '
when putting up a prescription.
HIRING

RIGS

FIRST-CLAS-

A COMPETENT

Las Vegas Optic.
Ferdinand Bergdorf, the "desert artist" who spent a few days in this city
painting Santa Fe scenery, left yester-

PHARMACIST

day for Taos. Mr. Bergdorf declared
that he had enjoyed his visit here immensely even if a sandstorm had interfered seriously with his painting a
"golden tree' in all its autumnal glory.
Miss lTrna Fergusson, daughter of
Delegate If. B. Fergusson, has resigned as a teacher in the public schools
at Albuquerque and will enter the University of New Mexico as a senior. She
expects to visit In Santa Fe in the
near future. William J. Dameron, of
Michigan, succeeds her in the public schools.
"Mrs. John Joerns entertained at a
very delightful party given Saturday afternoon at her pleasant home in
the Wersonick addition. Six handed
the entertainment
euchre provided
for the afternoon of pleasure. Several dainty prizes, the handiwork of the
hostess were distributed at the close
of the playing. Mrs. Kegel being rewarded with first prize, Mrs. Hartzell
with second prize and Miss Bucher
with third prize. The parlors of the
home were beautifully decorated with
a profusion of cosmos, tastefully arranged about the rooms. A delicious
luncheon was served towards the close
of the
afternoon." Raton
Daily
Range.

a feature of our livery service.
So If you want a carriage and team puts up our prescriptions.
The ingredients are full 'strength,
that you can travel In classy company with, send here and engage fresh, and of the best standard
them.
makes, in case of sickness you make
no mistake Jn having your prescripWILLUMS 1 RISING
tions put up by us.
MAYOR SELIGMAN STILL
RECEIVES MANY COMPLAINTS.
810 San Francisco 8t 'Phone 139 Re
Is

"

THE CAPITAL

OAGE BROS, and other
SMART MILLENEKY

NEW FALL GOODS

HE$Kli'

Also Traces. Silk Shirt Waists and
Desses; Ribbons. Buttons, Novelties
OOMK IN AND SEE

LA MODA MILLENERY

Kast Side Plaza

Catron Block
JSJS.V.

Si

Fresh

He Discusses Them and Says Road
Tax Must Be Collected Promptly
What it Will Cost.
Mayor Seligman finds no let up In
& Co. the complaint busines that is
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s
brought
before him. 'His desk was covered
this mornihg with letters. Some of
the citizens asked his honor why the
"
on
want
earth try light company is not
If you
anything
putting up lights
a New Mexican Want Ad.
faster and if a portion of San Francis- -

PHARMACY

A

l-- 2

56 314

IS

THIS

COUNTRY.

POWERFUL
AND

HEATERS,
ATTRACTIVE LOOKING

THE SANTA FE
HARDWARE and
SUPPLY CO.

eliminating all waste.

CHIdrens Grasses Cloaks

NEW

MAKERS HAVE REACHED A POINT
WHERE THEY TURN OUT DRESSES
FOR THE LITTLE MISSES WHICH RIVAL THO.SE OF THEIR ELDERS IN
PERFECTION or STYLE AND FINISH.
MANY FABRICS ARE REPRESENTED
IN OUR SHOWING.
SOME ARE ELABORATE OTHERS PLIAN.
SIZES 6 TO 14,
PRICES FROM $1.50 TO

$14.00

SPLENDID

VALUES IN AUTHENTIC
IN
MANY FAVORED FABRICS
STYLES
AND THE NEWEST COLORINGS OF
THE SEASON IN MISSES CLOAKS
RANGING IN PRICE FROM $2.25 To
$9,00 FOR THE LFTTLE MISSES, AGE
2 TO 14 YEARS
HATS AND CAPS FOR BOTH BoYS
GIRLS IN ALL THE LATEST
STYLES AND COLORS, PRICES To
SUIT EVERYBODY.
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW

Oysters

SMALL SUPPLY OF

AND THE MOST

QUINCES

BE

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

California Tomatoes

.

WOOL MARKET
St. Louis, Oct. 19. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums 18(fj)
23; fine mediums 1720; fine 1417.
GRAIN. PORK, LARD ANO oipe,
Chicago, 111., Oct. 19. Wheat Dec.
931-2- ;
ft 100.
May 99
Corn Dec. 47; May 49
"
Oat's Dec. 30
May 34.
Pork Jan. 12.70; May 16.40.
Lard Jan. 10.45; May 9.90.
Ribs Jan. 9.159.17
May 9.05.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, Oct. 19. Cattle Receipts
Market steady to shade off.
23,000.
Beeves $4.606.75; Texas Bteers $3.40
5.70; western steers $4.158.80;
stockers and feeders $4.255.60; cows
and heifers $2.25(3 6.40; calves $7.10'S)

To

UP-TO-D- ATE

SEEN.

FOR CANNING
Get Them Quick

7--

silver

THE

COME IN AND SEE FOR
YOURSELVES

EVERY THURSDAY

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Oct. 19. Call money
prime paper 5
steady,
6; Mexican dollars 45; Amal. 48 34;
Sugar 118; Atch. 105; G. N., pfd., 12A
N. P. 120
N. Y. C. 119
S. P. 118
U. P.
Reading 152
Steel 76
172
pfd. 119
New York, Oct. 19.Copper dull, spot
and Dec. 12.45(f?12.55; lead quiet 4.10
4.45;

ON

HEATER

AND

MARK El REPORT

33

Baltimore

STOVES

STOVES.

HATS, VEILS etc.

ding."

IN

MAN

ARE

DURABLE

,

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

BEST

THE BEST HEATER JUST AS SURE AS,
TAMER IS THE
TEDDY THE LION

e

j

WE

THE WILSON

MARKET.

look-goo-

THE

OR

THAT

CARRY THE

d

Upholstered

EARTH.

IN NEED OF A RANGE

REMEMBER

HEATER,

IS

RANGE

THE BEST AND STRONGESTON

Hot Blast

HAND PAINTED CHINA,

CAR LOAD

A

OF HEATERS AND RANGES.

WE ENDEAVOR TO TREAT OUR
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
TO MERIT THEIR PATRONAGE,

California Grapes
New York Concord Grapes

8

Everything Obtainable

in

tattes

Fresh Fruits

Fancy Groceries

Staple and

to supply your every need

7e following are suggested
cool and

to the thirsty as something
inviting
CINCER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

SANTA FE BOTTLING

10.
IT

Market
strong for light others weak to 5
lower. Light $8.859.60; mixed $S.40
9.55; heavy $8.158.25; rough $8.15
8.40; good to choice heavy $8.40
Hogs

Receipts

20,000.

pigs $8.35(5:9.10; bulk
Receipts 50,000.
Sheep

9.25;

ITS ANYTHING
CALL

$8.509.

TO EAT

AH drinks made from filtered water.

& COMPANY

.

WORKS.

HENRY KRICK,

US UP

CLARENDON
GARDEN

H. S. KAtfflE

Market
steady. Native $2.504.30; western
yearlings
$2.754.25;
$4.355.40;
lambs native $4.50 7.10; western
$4.756.50.
Kansas City, Oct, 19. Cattle Receipts 1,200, Including 800 southerns.
Native steers $5.256.50; southern
steers $3.756.25; southern cows
$2.754.25; native cows and heifers

Telephone Red 35 and km
your orders delivered

SOFT 0!

PHONE

2

R V.BOYLE

Mgr.

CWRErDON POULTRY

Proprietor

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, ana FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

FRESH LAI DECK? 8 every day
Vure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte. Ohlcktn
ar yarded In the orchard under the trees and ted oh clean wholesome food
(terms nor Ptomaine poisoning,
only, No chance of TuborculosU
A FEW FAT HKNS FOR F. A TIN CI.

s

s

and

r

24 Hour Electric

WIRE UP THOSE DARKPLACES

We ac Agents

SStJ'S,!'
Santa
Water
Fe

W3Z

ervice

and

:

DAY

NK3HT
Call SlS Operation

Light Company

PAGE SIX.
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St. Louis Rocky Ml &
Pacific

In elTei't Sept, l8t
STATION'S

(Read Down!
1st

a in
7
7

I.V. Des Moines. N.

30
40
05

Kumaldo
Iiedniun
C'npuliu
Vigil

S 50
9 10

9.35
10

o

ITpJ

FILTHY

20.

FOB
4 00
3 30
3 15
3 05
2 45
2 25

155

T,v:

Ar
KaUin, N. M
.Cliftou House N' M. ..

1

10

15

HO

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

artist after a few preliminary days
sketching Chicago's harbor. The civic
pride of commercial conquests was
jolted by him in this wise: "To speak!
frankly the city is a disgrace, and it
could be made the most beautiful in
the world a Carthage or an Athens,
a Carthage ' with this wonderful
lake. It's most extraordinary, with
such a stunning opportunity that the

COMMITTEE

OF

SAFETY

Reducing the Appalling Loss of
Life and From Injury in
United States.

.

look as it does. European
found that it paid to im- Your
prove
paid immensely.
boulevards are fine, but the cross
streets one is compelled to notice are
filthy. Michigan avenue is beautiful
on one side, with imposing buildings
with a Sahara on the other, witn tue
black smoke of the Illinois Central
looming up before you and the stench
of new made land a half mile beyond.
But some of the buildings are wonder- ful. And I went out to the stock yards,
We ran into the worst streets and
most abominable places that could be
imagined. The chauffeur said he had
never been there before, and hoped to
Go' he never would have to go again!
But the stockyards themselves are
scrupulously clean cleaner than any
other part of the city, and those cowboy people, they're wonderful riding
about among the cattle. They're all
the world like the Spanish cavaliers.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1910.

compelled to abandon his design.
"At daybreak on the morning of the
seventeenth, several new batteries in j
the second parallel were opened, and;
a more terrible tempest of shell and
sllt ws poured on the town than had
et ueen sent- Governor Nelson com-Yelanded the first battery that was op-- ,
ened and on that occasion made a;
ble display of disinterested pa-- ,
IUC
uiuuoiU, IIIO KJYiU UUC UUUBC,
best in the place, was in ful view. A.
the others had become so shattered!
as to be untenable. It was therefore
concluded that the headquarters of the
British officers were in Governor Nelson's house, and that Cornwallis and
others were there. With this iinpres- sjon Governor Nelson directed the
gunners and bombardiers to fire upon
his house in order to dislodge them,
It is even asserted that he pointed
some of the cannon with his own
hands.
"Before 10 o'clock, Cornwallis beat
a parley and proposed a cessation of
hostilities.
Iu hourly expectation of
the arrival of a naval force from New
York, he wished to gain time, and
sent a flag to Washington requesting
a suspension of battle for 24 hours.
Washington was unwilling to waste
precious moments in negotiations for
he, too, had information of the expected arrival of succor for the enemy, and he was afraid his prey might
escape. Instead of 24 hours he gave
the earl two hours for preparing proposals for a capitulation. Cornwallis
was compelled to submit, and within
the stipulated time he sent a rough
draft of a general basis of his proposals. Washington at the same time,
sent to Cornwallis a statement of the
terms upon which he should expect a
-

This Is Verdict of Joseph
Pennell, the Famous
town should
cities have
English Artist
and

3.50

.

,.Lv

30
2 47

(lead

1910

M...Ar

Thompson
('unnliitrham
Cimon House N. M
Hilton. S. M.
Ar

2

ID

NEW MEXICO.

OFFICES-RAT- ON

UGLY
i

Company.

Railway

GENERAL

CHICAGO

IE

s

"J1'

i

Oct. 19. "Committee
with
members
selected
Safety"
"S 35
2
Koehler.
9j05
68
8 20 .
15
from among the workmen,
foremen
IjColfax.
70
4 44
8 02
(errososo
and superintendents of factories, rail
7 45
82
Ar
5 00
Lv
Cimarron
6 35
5 10
a
l.v
tu
Cimarron
Arj
ways and mines, are recommended by
5 18
6 27
Nash
the League for Public Safety as ef
5 2S
6 17
Harlan
94
!Ar
6 45
6 00
Ute I'ark, N. M...Lvi
fective means for reducing the appallm
p
p
ing loss of life and injury which has
been increasing in the United States
;0 riejts iu t: lf ix with K. 1. A 3. VV. Ry, train both North aiul'South.
at a rate greater than the increase of
iStane 'or Van Houten N'. M. meets trains at Preston NIM.
Stase leaws lite I'ark. N. M (or Kli..ilethtown, X. M., at 9:00 j. m. daily except pioducts and tarffic. This plan has
K e
sj oo one way $3.50 round trio: fifty pound teutxine carried free.
S.mJuy.
been tried with marked success in at
- i
M ii i "v
l f r tli'j
i ll at U:ll o. m ar lves from the
tr ii
least one big industrial plant. One
South at 4:38 a. m.
after another, men felt the responsiM. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
E. G. DEDMAN,
bility upon them to make conditions
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
safer and to devise safer methods.
Superintendent.
AnnCarelessness and recklessness became One Hundred and Twenty-nintiversary of the Surrender of Cornintolerated among the men themwallis at Yorktown.
selves. The problem of checking the
Mr. Editor: I am indebted to Loss-ing'of
needless deaths
annual increase
"Washington and the American
and injuries has compeleld more at
surrender.
tentions than has been given to it. Republic" for most of the following:
"Commissioners were immediately
"On the 30th of September, 1781,
Accident incurance companies, claim
Yorktown was completely invested by appointed to make a definite arrangeagents of railways, and others are
the allied armies of France and Amer- ment and hostilities were suspended
realizing a financial as well as humanhad received notice for the
itarian need. The Fidelity and Cas- ica Cornwallis Clinton that Admiral met on thenight. The commissioners
from Sir Henry
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
morning of the 18th. They
ualty Company ofg New York has pre- Digby had arrived with 23 ships, and could not fully agree, and the
day was
Douglas, and all Points in New
pared a book on "The Prevention of that relief would speedily be sent, spent in negotiations.
Washington
40,000
Accidents"
of
which
Industrial
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
The Earl had vauntingly replied: 'I would not permit any further delay,
copies have been distributed as a have ventured, these last two days, to land early on the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
morning of the 19th.
handbook of safety. In this the state look General
Washington's whole: he sent a fair transcript of rough
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
ment is made: "It should be borne in
on
tides to Cornwallis, with a letter, in
in the face in the position
mind that the precautions for prevent- - the outside of my works, and have the which he informed him that he should
&
ing industrial accident are far and pleasure to assure your excellency expect them to be signed by 11 o'clock
away more complete in Germany than that there is but one wish throughout of that day, and that the garrison
in the United States. Under the ad the army, which is that the enemy would march out to surrender by 2
ministration of the Workmen's Com would advance. I shall retreat this o'clock in the afternoon.
"To this the earl was compelled to
pensation laws, the invention and use night within the works, and I have no
of safety devices has consequently be- doubt, if relief arrives in any reason- agree. The articles were signed, at
come very general. Vhe United States able time, York and Gloucester will the appointed hour, the garrisons at
his majesty's York and Gloucester, the
not
having progressed so far, it is be both in possession of
For Hates and full information address
shipping in
troops,
the harbor and all the ordnance, am
more
57.95
than
per
probable that
"It was on that night that he aban- - munition and stores belonging to the
cent of the accidents that occur are
A.
his outworks, and drew his British at Yorktown were surrendered
doned
L.
Frederick
Hoffman,
preventable."
town. The allies to the land and naval forces of France
A.
writing on "Industrial Accident in the troops within the
a and the United States after a siege of
Bulletin of the United States Bureau occupied a semi circular line, at
El Paso Texas.
miles from the 13 days.
of Labor of 1908," says: "As stated distance of nearly two
on
"The scene on the occasion of the
at the outset, upon a conservative es- British works, each wing resting
French
The
river.
York
troops
the
surrender must have been very imaccitimate, the total mortality from
occupied the left, and the Americans posing. Intelligence of the defeat and
dents in the United States among the
right, while the Count de Grasse, expected surrender of Cornwallis had
is
between
male
adult
his fleet, remained in Lynn Hav- spread all over the adjacent region,
with
30,000 and '35,000, of which it should en
below, to beat off any naval and the inhabitants flocked to the
bay,
d
not be impossible to save at least
force that might come to the aid of camp of the allies by hundreds. Washf
and perhaps
by intelli- Cornwallis. The French artillery, and
General Lincoln to
ington
gent and rational methods of factory the quarters of Washington and Roch- - conduct appointed
the surrender upon the same
On
the
center.
inspection, legislation and control."
the
amteau, occupied
terms prescribed to that officer the
Fraternal Insurance.
right, across a marsh, were the Amer- previous year at Charleston. It must
of
asbillions
ican artillery, under Gen. Knox,
Importance expressed by
bave been a peculiar satisfaction to
dollars is attached to the fraternal in- sisted by Col. Lamb and other skil- Lincoln to be instrumental in this
surance bill, which will come up in ful officers. The Virginia, Maryland, humiliation of those who had made
state legislatures east and west this and Pennsylvania troops were under him nnss under tho vnVo
winter, by Chairman Reau E. Folk, of Baron Steuben; the New York, Rhode
"At the appointea hour the allied
Tennessee, of the fraternal committee Island, and New Jersey troops, with
Gen.
were
under
and
miners,
CommisNational
sippers
Insurance
of the
the French and Americans separately.
sioners Convention, according to a James Clinton. The light infantry These extended along each side ot the
and
were
commanded
by Lafayette,
statement made by him. The support
road leading from York to Hampton,
the Virginia militia by Governor Nel- for more
of the bill by the National Fraternal
than a mile. Washington
son.
on a white charger, was at the head
Congress and Associated Fraternities
Octo
of
sixth
first
the
the
"From
of the American column, and Rocham- which will be planned in Chicago Ocbesieging armies were em- beau on a splendid bay horse, was at
tober 22, promises enactment of the tober the
in bringing up heavy ordnance the head of the French column. Uni- bill. "When this bill is read into the ployed
On vorsal silence
and
other
prevailed, as the van- statutes of the various states, as I feel the making of the preparations.
sixth, under cover quished troops marched slowly out of
sure it will be, it will be the culmina- of a evening
the
first
dark
very
night,
parallel
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
tion of years of effort toward placing wjis commenced, within six hundred their entrenchments, with their colors
CITY OFFICE IN
the fraternal insurance system of yards of Cornwallis' works, under the cashed, and their drums beating a
America upon a sound basis, which direction of General Lincoln. On the British tune (it is said that the tune
was "The World's Turned Upside
will be a guarantee of its perpetuity," afternoon of the ninth, several batso
was for them. The
ah NEW WEX'CAN BLDG.
said Commissioner Folk. "We have teries and redoubts were completed, Down,") andfoe it
between the
vanquished
passed
of
state
of
this
books
on
the
statute
of
a
and
eighteen
general discharge
or
of the victorious allied arm- of
codes
r
of
best
the
Tennessee one
and twenty-foupounders was com- ies. The citizens and soldiers
gazed
fraternal insurance laws of any state. menced upon the British works. Dr.
upon that procession, to get
It represented at the time it was Thatcher, who was present, says that a glimpse of the terror
of the south
adopted, six years ago, a distinct ad- General Washington put the match to in the hour of his adversity."
was
come
the first gun. This cannonade
vance step. But the time has
A. L. MORRISON.
for another advanec step, and such a kept up all night, and early next
step is embodied in the bill just morning the French opened three batthe enemy. From that
adopted by the insurance commis- teries upon
sioner's convention and recommended time, during a period of eight hours,
for enactment to the various legis- there was an incessant roar of great
Palace.
and hundreds of bomb-shell-s
and
latures. Its chief merit over the old guns,
G. W. Swtzer, J. B. Stewart, F. P.
round
shot were hurled upon the
U.
S.
mall and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Carrying the
Tennessee law lies In the fact that it British works.
The assault was so Canfield, N. L. Gilmore, Denver; A. A
Special automobiles furnished to ac- recognizes the sound principle of valsengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
tremendous, that very soon the can- Wynne, Forestry Service; B. H. FischRoswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number of passenger uation and provides for it."
non of the besieged were almost sil- er, Albuquerque; H. B. Hamilton, Cap-itaEl Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with an
Where is Agar?
enced. At night, red hot balls were
N. N. Violetta, St. Louis.
at
and the Atchison, train
land Railroads
Vaughn, also to connect with
"What happened to Agar," Is to be
Claire.
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor the skeleton at the feasts of the Amer- sent by the French on destructive erTopeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
to some British vessels in the
Dr. Prost, W. F. Moore, AlbuquerLeave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by con ican Meat Packers Association in Chi- rands
river. One of the two larger vessels
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
que; Leo Smith, Durango; G. H. Vain,
municating with Manager of the Ros- cago next week by James S. Agar for- and three
large transports, were Monte Vista, Colo.; W. E. Myers,
a.
12:30
at
arrive
Roswell
m,
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
Iave
associaof
the
was
president
burned. All night long the allies kept
merly
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
G. Border, Las Cruces;
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi tion
and the Agar Packing Company up their canfionade; and the next Cleveland; H.
S. Hecht, Denver.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or was one of the small concerns which,
was
another
vessel
British
morning
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
Gregg's.
during the year, suddenly have gone set on fire by a glowing ball and was
Paul Jackson, St. Louis; Earl Gilwent
business
consumed.
out of business. Agar's
James Cook, Yabert, Los
into receivership, was sold and rumor
"From the ninth to the sixteenth, zoo Minn. Angeles;
has said "Armour got it." Benevolent the siege went on, and Lafayette,
Coronado.
assimilation? Or displeasure of the Hamilton and other American officers
The New Mexican Printing
TIMETABLE ALL
G. H. Hamilton Los Angeles; A. D.
those
small
The
their
themselves
packers,
by
powers?
distinguished
has
pany
Sanprepared civil and criminal which are as
OJo Caliente; Manuel
LOCAL TRAINS dockets especially
'"independent" as any In bravery. Every day Cornwallis be- Vargas,
for the use of jus
Macario Chavez,
chez,
Estancla;
Jr.,
came
His
to
weaker
works
feel
and
weaker.
are
said
shy
tices of the peace. They are especial. the association,
' PaUlInC!
F. D. Moronga, Dixon.
nrafa Virtual, ...i,kllnr, ,miar fh.
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con- ly ruled, with printed headings, in about sitting down at the association
storm that was beating upon
rible
at
lamb
felt
as
much
the
of
either
or
festivities,
made
Spanish
English,
IMnect with No. 10 from the south and
was host. them, and he determined to make a LIFE SENTENCE
west, also No. 3 from the east, re- good record paper, strongly and dur- the picnic when the tiger
POSED FOR ROBBERY.
His
to
effort
be
escape.
plan
will
pres1200
desperate
bound, wdth leather back and However, it is said
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m. ably
was to cross the York river in boats,
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con- covers and canvas sides, hall ful; ent, the meeting is to be a demon- cut
up or disperse the troops of De Judge Collapsed With Stroke of
indicted
of
Index
of
in
end
innocence
the
of
front
the
fees
stration
justices
nect with No. 1
also takes
a Moment
Choise
at Gloucester, and by rapid
Economies
of
the
and
constables
peace
printed officials of the big packers.
passpassengers for No. 2
Afterward.
In full on the first page. The pages and the public have gained the ear of marches, without sick or baggage,
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning are 10
inches. These books are those captains of industry. The pro-- ' cross the Rappahannock and Potomac
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No. made
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 19. Almost
in civi' and criminal dockets, gram shows that new thoughts are to rivers, and forcing his way through
up
J's connection only.
and New Jer- immediately after he had sentenced
Maryland,
Pennsylvania
of 32 pages each, or with be
esseparate
expected from the speakers
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con- both civil and criminal bound in one
sey, form a junction with the British Alexander David Minor, alias Charles
pecially on the increased cost of liv- army In New York. Preparations D. Howell, formerly postmaster and
nect with Nos. 7 and 9
320
80
civil
and
book,
pages
pageB
of refrigeration, were
Return- criminal. To Introduce them they are ing, new methods
made and the embarka- deputy sheriff at Havre, Mont, to Im
and Nos. 4 and 8
and "the tion ofsecretly
house
construction
packing
the troops had commenced. prisonment for life at hard labor in
.
m.
11:10
ing arrive at Santa Fe
offered at the following prices
general improvement ot the packing The first body of troops had scarcely! the federal penitentiary for robbery,
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Civil or Criminal
$2.7C
conreached Gloucester when a storm of Judge Edward Whitson of the United
Train leaves for the north at 10:15 Combined Civil and Criminal ... 4.00 business." The banquet which
clude these annual conventions have wind and rain, as fierce as a summer States district court in Spokane, cola m.
For 45 cents additional for a single
Train arrives from the north at 3:35 docket, or 55 cents additional for a become picturesque events at which tornado, made the passage of the riv- lapsed from a stroke of paralysis on
the roast pig is borne in triumphantly er too hazardous to be again attempt- the right side of the body. The atm.
i.
combination docket, they will be sent
by lackeys as in the days of chivalry. ed. All night long the storm raged tending physicians say he will recover,
In
Cash
or
prepaid express.
by mail
Last
Judge Whitson, who practised his
year J. Ogden Armour offlcialed upon the York, and Cornwallis was
New Mexico Central.
full muBt accompany
order. State
centers
Interest
nominal
and
host
as
m.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 7:30 a.
plainly whether English or Spanish
this year on who has the turn as disTrain arrives at Santa Fe at 8 p. m. printed heading 1 wanted.
penser of good food and cheer to the
Cures Biliousness, Sick
small packers, of the Agar class.
If you want anything on earth try A RELIABLE MEDICINE NOT A
Headache, Sour Stom-J- i,
Ugllnest of Chicago.
NARCOTIC.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
of
of
'The
contrast
beauties
the
the
and
Get the genuine Foley's Honey and
Torpid
World's Fair which closed in
stopped ln TO mTnutot Tar In the yellow packages. It Is Chicago
Constipation.
sure with Dr. StiooD'4 safe and effective.
wH t?ir
Contains no opi October seventeen ypn
Croup Keniedy. Oua
'
1,
tout will, surely prove. ates. Refuse substitutes. Sold by The unchanged ugliness
No Tomitinjt, no dis
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
made by Joseph Peur.eil, t.na larmux
Capital Pharmacy.
SPreston

48
65

3 07
3 45

Koeblr Junction.

9 32
8

Chicago,

j.

55j.

111.,
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1

111
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A woman who is sick and suffering, and won't at least
try a medicine which has the record of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, is to blame for her own wretched
condition.
There are literally hundreds of thousands cf women in
the United States who have been benefited by this famous
old remedy, which was produced from roots and herbs over
thirty years ago by a woman to relieve woman's suffering.
Read what these women say :
Camden, "N. J. "It is with pleasure that I send my testimonial for Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, hoping it
may induce other suffering women to avail themselves of tho
benefit of this valuable remedy.
"I suffered from pains in my back and side, sick headaches,
no appetite, was tired and nervous all the time, and so weak I
could hardly stand. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
made me a well woman
and this valuable medicine sliai'
always have my praise." Mrs. W. P. Valentine, 902 Lincoln.
Ave., Camden,

5T.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

m
rt
fe----

e

Southwestern

El Paso

The Best Route

East or West

EUGKNF
FOX,
G.F.&P.

wage-earne-

one-thir-

one-hal-

WHEN GOING

EAST OR WEST
use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo

UNION DEPOT.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

west-boun-

east-boun- d

west-boun-

east-boun-

Liver

Chronic

GROUP

reis. A Bute andpleasimiayruj

S)& Druggist

Buffalo, N. Y.
Since we guarantee that all testimonials
which we publish are genuine, is it not fair

profession at North Yakima and other points. If not finished in 60 minutes
parts of Washington for 30 years, was the packer will be ruled out.
The management will furnish tables,
appointed to the federal bench in
March, 1905, and has presided at ev- boxes, apples and paper free of
No entrance fee will be
ery case of importance in this dis- charge.
trict the last five years.
'charged. A. P. Bateham of Mosler,
Minor was convicted last Septem- Ore., an expert packer, will be chief
ber on the charge of robbing a mail judge.
car on the Great Northern railway be- tween Bonners Ferry, Idaho, and
M0RE THAN THREE DECADES
Kane ln Anl' laua- - lne r0DDery was
Foley's
Honey and Tar has been a
one of the coldest ever committed in
tnis Part of the northwest. Just how household favorite for coughs, colds
much was the amount stolen by Min- - and ailments of the throat, chest and
or is not known, but it is believed to lungs. Contains no opiates. Sold by
have been more than $10,000. Minor; The Capital Pharmacy.
j

Spo-;FO-

iVL!-.-Carrying a satchel, upon which was
marked the name of Bennett, a postal
Inspector, Minor boarded the mail car
at Bonners Ferry. His familiarity
with the work took away every sus- Plcion and when the train started the
robber drove John Nystuen, a mail
clerk into a locker, where he tied and
sagged him. M. Stumps, another clerk,
was tled to a chair- Minor then rifled
tne registered mail and escaped asj
the train pulled Into Spokane.
He was arrested ln Seattle last
spring on the charge of robbing an
express office and subsequently
fessed robbing the mail car. As the
crime was committed before the
eral parole law became effective, Min
or will remain in prison for life at
Leavenworth, Kan., or Atlanta, Ga.

Bf

MEXICO

CtHTBAL

IN CONNECTION

WITH

Automobile Line
REDUCED ROUND
TRIP RATES

-

j

IS THE WORLD CHAMPION APPLE PACKER?
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 19. Interest

WHO

HOTEL ARRIVALS

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX

Buffalo. N. Y. "I am writinsr to tell you
that I an pleased with your medicines. I had
been siok Xr a long time with prolapsus. I
heard cbout Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, and 1 have found that it is the right
kind ot medicine tor me. 1 telt relieved alter
one bot tle antl I kept on taking it till now
taking
1 am well and strong, and am able to do my
work." Mrs. Henry Kossow, 473 Genesee St..

to suppose that if Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had the virtue to help these women it will help any
other woman who is suffering from the same trouble ?
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. Xo sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try tliis famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit.
If the slightest trouble appears which
&Jt& you do not understand, write to .Mrs.
Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., for her advice it is
free and always helpful.

j

System

J.

in the
packing contest for
the championship of the world at the
third national apple show ln Spokane,
November 14 to 19, Is not confined to
the commercial orchard districts in
Washington, Oregon, California, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, Utah and New
the box apple
Mexico, composing
group, but has spread to the big market centers In the mtddlewest and
east.
Ren H.Rlce, secretary and manager
of the show, has received requests for
Information and conditions of the competition, which is scheduled for the
afternoon and evening of November
16, from a score of eastern cities, including St. Paul, Kansas City, Omaha,
Chicago,
Philadelphia,
Pittsburg,
Washington, J). C, New York, Boston
and several points ln the Florida or
ange belt. He expects at least a dozen entrants from these cities.
The first prize In this contest, the
first of Its kind ln connection with
a fruit exposition, Is $100 ln gold, a
watch
specially engraved medallion
charm and the title of world's champion apple packer, with $50 to second
and $25 to third. The points to make
a perfect score of 100 are: Uniformity and alignment, 10 each; bulge,
height at ends, firmness and wrapping

ROSWELL, N. M
MASONIC GRAND LODGE
MKETING

$20.80
DATES OP SALE

Oct. 15 to 20
RETURN LIMIT
Oct. 28th.
HOURS

AND

free-for-a- ll

15

each; speed

20.

The apples will be packed diagonally or In alternate rows In the standard box adopted by the Northwest
The caFrnit Growers' Association.
pacity of the box is a little more than
a Winchester bushel.
Each contestant will be required to pack four boxes within 40 minutes to score 20 points
for speed, and each additional minute
consumed will reduce the score two

opjmd

Laxative Frnit Syrup

"

TIME
1 O
1A
SLEEPER.
FARE SAVED BY THIS ROUTE

EL PASO TEXAS
,$13.40
DATES OF SALE
Oct. 27 to Nov. 5th.
RETURN LIMIT
Nov. 7th. 1910.

"

DAYLIGHT TRAINS

Excursion Rates
EL PASO, TEX.
13.40

Dates of Sale
Oct. 27 to Nov. 5 th,
Return limit. Nov. 7, 1910.

ROSWELL, N. M.
MASONIC MEE1ING,
$21 30

Cleanses the system

thoroughly and clears
sallow complexions ol
pimples and blotches,
ft im ru,ranted

.

Dates of Sale, Oct. 14 to 20,
Return Limit, Oct. 25th.
WINTER

TOURIST

RATES

ON SALE NOW.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1910.
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PROPOSITIONS

WASHING THE MONEY .chief articles cf export

AOS OF WORLD

Hav
Qvessod
Earth Was Anywhere From 20
to 400 Million Years Old.

'VmIous

Professor

inters to husband's tastes

y TABLtj

Asserts That Her Sex DreM
to Annoy Other Women It Re-

"Woman

Washington Statisticians Say a Marked
Decrease Is Shown in Corn,
Wheat, Flour and Meat.

LAUNDRY RUN BY THE GOVERNMENT PROVES SUCCESSFUL.

PAGE SEVEN.

M.

pudiated by Another.

DESSERTS THAT WILL PLEASE
THE LITTLE ONES.

Lord Kelvin, half a century ago, put
"George, dear, I dress to please you,
Stei.jsrahT. Api'ly
Cotton, copper, illuminating
oil, don't IT"
.New Mei an.
forth the opinion that the age of the
wheat these articles in the order
u.
earth might be anywhere from
Opinion Seems to Prevail That the named, formed the most
u( " u ai a nui i j 1115 iru Peach Batter Pudding Is One of the
important ar- now?"
to 400,000,000 years, says the
Banks Throughout
the Country
FOR SALK OR RENT Three room
Best
ticles
the
from
United
States
exported
Blackberry and Rhubarb
"Nothing, dear. Only over at Mrs.
Christian World, but later In life, he
Will Also Adopt This Plan of
tent house, furnished. F. Andrews.
the
fiscal
The
value
last
during
of
year.
Delicacies
Cakes
Currants
were
Gilfeather
afternoon
8
this
to
down
they
cut his maximum estimate
of the cotton exported was $450,000,-000- ;
Cleaning Their Currency.
and Blueberries.
talking about dress and Emellne Clark
40,000,000 years. Seventeen years ago,
W A NT KD - Cook
at government
of the copper, $s:i.50ft,0o0; of the said that women dress well
Into anDoctor Walcott of the Smithsonian
just
for
school
Uncle Sam's money laundry
club.
of the noy other women, and somehow there
employes
and
Apply or
$62,500,000,
oil,
illuminating
12
Pe.ich Batter Pudding
Peel
ripe
stitution, reckoned that our globe washing soiled paper currency has wheat, $47,000,000. Other articles of
didn't seem to be anybody smart peaches, but do not stone them. Set plume Manager Club
was probably 70.000,000
years old.
been the sub- export ranked in value as follows:
enough to answer her. When I got a the fruit in a buttered pudding dish,
.
-- Klks Watch charm between
the electors voting at an election pro- Professor Joly, 11 years ago. estiject of much Flour, lard, tobacco, lumber, leather. chance 1 said that I dressed Just to strew sugar plentifully over
80.000,000
them, and
at
sea
mated
of
the
age
i.
m e n t
vided for by the legislature for that
com
on Manhattan avenue and
bituminous
coal
residence
and
corn,
lubricating
I
of
cover
then
never
and
reckthat
a
made
with
batter
please
you
bought
The general oil.
purpose, but no election shall be call- years; while Solas quite lately
a hat or gown without asking you if these ingredients: Five beaten eggs, express office. Reward for its return,
rolled over
had
oned
"old
ocean"
that
31st
to
the
for
or
ed
prior
provided
In nearly all of the articles of na
opinion seems
they suited your taste. And the hor- one tablespoon of melted butter, ten G. B. Pop.
Its sandy bed for a period anywhere
to be that tural production there was a marked rid
day of December, 1925, and the seat of
150,000.000
and
things just laughed at me, and tablespoons of prepared flour and a
between
80.000,000
unremoved
the government scheme will be imi- decline In the exports of 1910, as comgovernment shall not be
FOR SALE 4 little houses corner
Polly West said I'd better come home light pinch of salt. Bake a nice brown
s
years. And now our geological sur- tated by the banks, which will find it
less such removal be favored by
In
with
pared
previous years, while
and ask you about it And I do dress In medium hot oven.
Manhattan avenue and Garcia street.
same
of the votes cast in such elec- vey professors, having found the
do
own
than
to
their
washing
certain manufactures the figures for to please you, don't I. George?"
cheaper
Baked
Blackberry Pudding. One Sl,7.". Rent for $50 month. Lots on
problem of the earth's antiquity whol- to pay
tion.
express charges on money to the year are larged than for any pre"I'm glad you think you do, my quart of blackberries, three table- - K. Manhattan 4Kx6"0. $150.
Walter
have resorted to
their
skill,
ly
beyond
48.
NO.
FILE
and from the Washington laundry.
vious year and the total for all manudear. Of course, you remember the spoons of melted butter, one cup of Kraul.
all
of
their
like
"scientific
guessing,"
the
The cost of installing a money wash- factures probably will exceed that of
Relating ta Primary Elections and
milk, one and a half cups of prepared
hat"
forerunners.
"guess" that this ing plant Is not
Direct Election of .United .States world of ours They been
expected to exceed any earlier year. The bureau of statis"Hut I changed It George."
flour sifted twice with the salt, three
In existence
has
from $500 to $700 in most cases. The tics, which has given out these figures.
Senators.
'ror a bigger one."
eggs beaten lightly, yolks and whites
somewhere between 55,000,000 and 70,- to
the
is
Introduced by J. N. Upton.
huned, adjusted and repaired. New
has not yet completed the total value
give
government
planning
"But It was more like the shape you separately.
000,000 years.
on
it
what
bankers
of
benefit
the
learns of the manufactures exported.
LegislaReferred to Committee
and ever so much more bePut the milk In the beaten yolks, patents furnished. Ribbons and supsuggested
Since the dawn of human reason,
from its own experiment. The whole
The falling off Is most marked in coming."
tive Department.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
then the butter and then the pre-- plies.
four great problems have occupied
According corn, wheat, flour and meats; wheat
rented. Standard makes handled.
"And those
Primary Elections and Popular Elec- the mind of man, viz.: The earth; process is quite simple.
aj
pared flour, alternating this with a lit- preposterous
to Moody's Magazine It has been falling from $161,000,000 in 18'.'2, the
tion of United States Senators.
shoes?"
tie of the stiffened whites. Put the All repair work and ypewrlters guar-the heavens above; God the Creator, found
that the best medium for high year, to $47,000,000 In 1910; corn
"But I only wore them a little while, batter In a wide pudding dish, well itlteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter fcxand man and his destiny. These are
the bills is soapsuds made from $85,000,000 In llloO to $25,500,. dear they were too small."
shall
The legislature
Section
greased, and pour on the blackberries, UallEe. I'hone Black 2S1.
the master studies of the race, cleansing,
still
"And
enact laws creating an election board and each successive age gives us from almost any good grade of pot- 000 in 1910; flour from $75,000,000 in
that awfully
dredged with a little flour, and as
1893 to $16,500,000 in 1910: lar.l limn gown?"
FOR
SALE Handsome
sweet as liked with sugar. Cover the
(not more than a majority of whose deeper insight into them.
quarter
It is a ash soap.
Following a vigorous churning In $60,000,000 in 1906 to $43,000,000 in
"It was the color you didn't like, dish and bake an hour In a bot oven sawed oak desk, roller top, filing de- members shall be selected from the fine thing when men of Intellect take
viee.
Uncover
same political party), and shall pro- up such studies earnestly and with soapy water and a bleaching the bills 1910; bacon from $4ii,Oo0.000 in
George."
and let it brown. Serve the
spacious and in Al condition.
"Was ltT But there, don't look so pudding In the dish with a hard sauce. Cost $lot) will sell for $;0. Also have
vide the time and manner of holding reverence. The more they Investigate are rinsed In warm water. One stage to $18,500,000 In 1910; fresh beef from
where
care
must
is
in
exercised
be
Aside
to $7,750,000 in distressed, you little goose.
Rhubarb Pudding. Butter a baking one substantial desk in splendid
$32,000,000 in 1901
and conducting all elections.
in this spirit, the sooner will they
for lower price. Inquire New
The legislature shall enact trace clearly the lines of agreement the bleaching operation, and it is 1910, and cattle from $42,000,000 in from shoes and bats and gowns, I'm dish and cover the bottom an Inch
Section
Inclined to think that you are right
just what in- 1904 to $12,000,000 last year.
laws providing for a mandatory pri- that exist between science and the not yet determined
deep with fine crumbs. Sprinkle this Mexican.
in a bleaching powder give
and the other women wrong."
with bits of butter and lay upon it raw
mary system, which shall provide for less need will there be for a resort to gredients
"Oh, you dear!"
rhubarb that has been cut in thin
WANTED A first class cook, one
the nomination of all candidates in all "guesswork," such as that we have fullest assurance of inflicting no
to the bills. All the bills of low- OUR MEAT BUSINESS SHRINKS
pieces an inch long. Scatter over this desirous of a permanent and pleasant
elections for State, District, County seen In relation to the age of the
er
denomination
to
been
found
a
have
dozen large raisins,
seeded and t.ouie with nothing to do but the
and municipal officers, for all political earth.
FRESH AIR SCHOOLS halved, and two tablespoons of sugar.
launder satisfactorily, but the ink em- Government
Bureau Points to a BUILD
cooking. Wages $7 per week. In
parties, including United States Senaployed in the printing of some of the
Fill the dish in this way with alternate
Marked Falling Off In Foreign
state for whom you have last
tors: Provided, however, This probills of high value shows a tendency
Board of Education of Pawtucket, R. layers of rhubarb and buttered and su- oeeu
and Domestic Trade.
vision shall not exclude the right of CAUSES FLOWERS TO GROW
cooking, the length of time you
to
run
However
when
washed.
there
Have
Plans
for
have
for
and
I.,
last
the
crumbs,
gared
Adopted
Open
i:uve been in their employ and wages
the people to place on the ballot by
for laundering these
Rooms.
the top crust, strewn with a teaspoon received. V. R. care New Mexican.
Considerable shrinkage in the comEther Given to Plants Quickens Their is little needbills.
petition any candidate.
lived
of
longer
grated orange peel. Bake covered
mercial supply of some of the
The electors shall have a
Section
Growth, as Proved by ExperiAfter the washed bills are dried necessaries of life is indicated byprime
"One open-ai- r
room In every new for an hour in a moderate oven, then
the
ments In Copenhagen.
right to designate their choice for
Few Knew Great Author.
by artificial heat they are put through movements of live stock and meat school building," is the policy which uncover and brown. Serve with thin
United States Senators by submitting
a sizing machine, which by means of
Thackeray's
literary work did not
the
of
board
sauce.
and
of
education
butter
Pawtucket
sugar
in
the
United
States during
Anaesthetics used upon bulbs and a
products
to all candidates for the legislature
him
when he sought to
much
R.
help
bath
restores
alum
and
of
meetthe
a
Currant
Make
Shortcake.
Its
at
I.,
glue
light
officially
adopted
the first half of the present year.
Statements Nos. 1 and 2, as follows: plants while dormant and awaiting the finish of the
of commons.
The
house
enter
the
on
Inch
an
the
bills
half
12,
out
biscuit
roll
the
ing
paper.
Finally
says
dough;
July
Survey MagaThis decline was shown both in doprovided, however, that the right of touch of spring is one of the newest are
Rev. Frederick Mcyrick In his "Memozine. This slogan was framed by thick and bake in a pie plate.
packed between large sheets of mestic and in foreign commerce.
a candidate not to sign either of these experiments reported from Copenharun through a press
While hot run a knife lightly around ries of Oxford'' tells of a dinner given
According to figures prepared by Frank O. Draper, the superintendent
gen. Dr. Johanssen of the Danish cardboard and
statements shall remain inviolate.
of schools.
which
one
on
in
to
addition
The
school
the
committee
side, tear It open and put be- when he stood as a Liberal for that
application
the
of
bureau
of
has
numbers
shown
that
Washington
statistics,
Statement No. 1. I hereby state to capital
a
of
a pint of curranta that have city: "I remarked to him that his
tween
of
the
recommenda
property
weight
great
approved
peculiar
imparts
the
the
in
commercial
supply
shortage
the people of New Mexico, as well flowering plants, anaesthetized with
must be a special experience, as he
tion
each
been
mashed
and sweetened beforeto
motion
the
who
and
is
architect
preparpackage
of
live
elongating
stock is best shown by a com
as to the people of my legislative dis- chloroform or with ether while in the with the result that the
was
known by fame to most of those
of
a
Wash
new
for
hand.
shortcake
the
school
the
ing
top
plans
building
rejuvenated
of the
figures,
votes he canvassed.
trict, that during my term of office I dormant state, awake to a remarkable bills emerge with all the crisp ap parison
whose
'Now,' he
was
in
of
sift
white
to
with
his
instructed
egg,
powdered sugar
which totaled 16,463,756 head for the
incorporate
shall always vote for that candidate activity of growth and to superexcel-lenc6aid, laying down his knife and fork
room even be- over It and serve at once.
of newly manu first six months of 1910. as compared drawings an open-ai- r
and
body
pearance
in
have
after
they
flowering,
was
for United States Senator in Congress
funfurod
..... VU. ...
rnrroni'V
Blueberry Tea Cake. Three cups of and holding up a finger, 'there
with more than 20,000,000 in same fore the whole board had taken final
...J .
who has received the highest number been removed to growing conditions,
one man among all that I went to
only
two
of
action
on
the
been
It
laun
that
the
Pawtucket
blueberries,
has
butter,
tablespoons
proposal.
suggested
last
as
the
and
period
year
nearly 21,000,000
of the people's votes for that position out of doors or under glass,
school in one cup of sugar, one cup of milk and see who had heard my name before,
opened its first fresh-aidering include a sterilization of the for the corresponding period of 1908.
libriarian.
at the general election next preceding case may be.
is
a recent two cups of flour sifted twice with two and be was a circulating
and
in
or
therefore
May,
with
either
quite
money
conjunction
This loss is due almost entirely, It
In the matter of the Easter Illy, for
" That was in
fame.'
is
mortal
Such
the election of a Senator in Congress
of
to
full
addition
of
the
cities
ranks
the
of
the
powder.
baking
teaspoons
is reported, to the smaller number of
immediately following
washing
without regard to my individual pref- example, the bulbs are incased in an the bills, but the officials have not yet
1S57, ten years after the publication of
hogs brought to market, the shortage that can boast of this new feature of Cream the butter and sugar together,
receptacle, while hanging decided whether or
erence.
an
add
the eggs, then the milk and flour. "Vanity Fair." London Chronicle.
school system. But this
not there is neces- in them thus far this year being
lid
the
closed
from
the
of
side
inner
Statement No. 2. During my term
about 25 per cent. The curtailment In bustling city in northern Rhode Island Dredge the berries with flour, stir In
or the ether is sus sity for such chemical purification.
of office 1 shall consider the vote of the chloroform
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Twentieth Century Dugouts.
came the surprising response, accomerence to all legislative authority
White Floating Soap.
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every conceivable attention ernoon," said the
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auimal fat and
In order to train plebes In the en- pared and cored. Cook gently until ter's birthday) Gentlemen, we enjoy
cotton-seetion at its next meeting, and unless principal for the latter's kindness to that the
oil, is fairly
was so Interand valor requisite tender but not broken. Lift them out this evening the felicity of celebrafc
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FILE NO. 42.
Relating to the Location of the Seat
of Government.
Introduced by W. E. Garrison of
Dona Ana County.
Referred to Committee on Miscellaneous Provisions.
The seat of government of the State
o! New Mexico shall be and remain at
the City of Santa Fe until changed by
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against the separate clause will make THREE SUICIDES A
legislature to disfranchisement and
his success doubly sure by also votDAY IN DENVER. disqualification from holding
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ing against the constitution, for fearDenver, Colo., oct. 19. Most of the office.
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nation of hats.
llieve it is a matter to be disposed of ,a butcher, 3437 Blake street, commit- forbidden by law.
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee
"It is borne on the wings of rumor; by legislative action and not by ajted swede by drinking carbolic acid,
Any person may be compelled to
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues.
MrsGeorge D. Van Brocklin, a sis- testify in any
bribery investigation
Please order in advance. Phone Black ithat the controlling element in the constitutional provision. They insist
saw
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the
poison, and even though he thereby incriminate
the prohibition cause is being Iter,
constitutional convention would
152. I. M. Astler.
knocked the bottle from his lips too himself.
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Quality goes in
before the brand

The Straw Hat Curfew has rutig, and Fall Hats in tha best of Stiff atioi Soft Models await your corning.
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There's a correct Hat here for every Face Head and Age

?..

The shape is absolutelyjcorrect. JWe
Our "Knox" is the Hat of all Stiff Hats for the money. Most of the Hats sold for mare maney, are no better, few are as gooi.
'
have all the different heights of crown and widths of brim, ia order to fit all faces perfectly.
Then comes our soft Hats. These are soft Hat days surely! Soft Hits w?rs never st popular as they are today! There are manr new Fall shapes, that are in good
can
form. We ask yur attention to the handsome new shapes we are showing. The Young Fellow can find a Hit here that's ''just the ticket", wh'ls a midil- - aged
us a call.
find here his dignified and becoming style. Then, consider our Hat Service for we sse thit every held w Hatis fitted cirrectlyv-Give
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